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Abstract

Human factors have been identified as having the largest impact on perfor-
mance and quality in software development. While production methods and
tools, such as development processes, methodologies, integrated development
environments, and version control systems, play an important role in modern
software development, the largest sources of variance and opportunities for
improvement can be found in individual and group factors. The success of
software development projects is highly dependent on cognitive, conative,
affective, and social factors among individuals and groups. When success is
considered to include not only fulfilment of schedules and profitability, but
also employee well-being and public impact, particular attention must be
paid to software developers and their experience of the software development
activity.

This thesis uses a mixed-methods research design, with case studies con-
ducted in contemporary software development environments, to develop a
theory of software developer experience. The theory explains what software
developers experience as part of the development activity, how an experience
arises, how the experience leads to changes in software artefacts and the
development environment through behaviour, and how the social nature
of software development mediates both the experience and outcomes. The
theory can be used both to improve software development work environments
and to design further scientific studies on developer experience.
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In addition, the case studies provide novel insights into how software devel-
opers experience software development in contemporary environments. In
Lean-Agile software development, developers are found to be engaged in a
continual cycle of Performance Alignment Work, where they become aware
of, interpret, and adapt to performance concerns on all levels of an organisa-
tion. High-performing teams can successfully carry out this cycle and also
influence performance expectations in other parts of the organisation and
beyond.

The case studies show that values arise as a particular concern for develop-
ers. The combination of Lean and Agile software development allows for a
great deal of flexibility and self-organisation among developers. As a result,
developers themselves must interpret the value system inherent in these
methodologies in order to inform everyday decision-making. Discrepancies in
the understanding of the value system may lead to different interpretations of
what actions are desirable in a particular situation. Improved understanding
of values may improve decision-making and understanding of Lean-Agile
software development methodologies among software developers. Organisa-
tions may wish to clarify the value system for their particular organisational
culture and promote values-based leadership for their software development
projects.

The distributed nature and use of virtual teams in Open Source environments
present particular challenges when new members are to join a project. This
thesis examines mentoring as a particular form of onboarding support for
new developers. Mentoring is found to be a promising approach which helps
developers adopt the practices and tacit conventions of an Open Source
project community, and to become contributing members more rapidly.
Mentoring could also have utility in similar settings that use virtual teams.

Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Project and

People Management—life cycle, training;
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management–life cycle, productivity,

programming teams, software process models;
K.6.3 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Software

Management—software development, software process
K.7.4 [The Computing Profession]: Professional Ethics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software development is an inherently human, intellectual activity. Software
is written by humans and writing it requires abstract thought and the ability
to apply strategies for limiting and handling complexity. It is also a highly
social activity, as software development involves collaborating with others
to clarify what the software being written should do – its requirements –
and to coordinate the writing of several pieces of software that should be
combined into a larger system.

Software engineering research has shown that human factors are the most
important determinants for outcomes such as individual productivity, team
performance, software quality, and effectiveness of development methods.
Although there are many studies on various human factors, they are not easily
combined into a framework for guiding research and practice. A particular
question is how development outcomes and the subjective experience of
developers themselves can be explained in terms of human factors. A
framework to structure this particular aspect of human factors in software
engineering is missing.

This thesis aims to advance the empirical knowledge of how software
developers experience the activity of developing software. It provides a
theoretical contribution, grounded in empirical studies, that increases the
understanding of software developer experience in relation to team perfor-
mance, values, and team formation, especially in Lean, Agile, and Open
Source development environments. Apart from the intrinsic value of in-
creased knowledge, the findings in this thesis can be of use in both theory
and practice. Increased understanding of software developer experience can
be a foundation for new studies. The findings can also be used to improve
development processes, methods, tools, and environments in studies and
practice. Such improvements can increase the possibilities of success for
software development projects. Conversely, a lack of such understanding
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2 1 Introduction

causes risks and problems when attempting to take processes, methods, and
tools into use, as practitioners may not see personal relevance in such new
solutions. Improved understanding can help make studies more relevant and
practical deployments more likely to succeed.

1.1 Motivation

Traditionally, the field of software engineering has attempted to provide
solutions for many problems related to software development by applying an
engineering paradigm [Basili, 1996; Rombach, 2011]. For example, software
architecture shows how the software itself can be structured in different
ways to accomplish specific results. A certain architecture can result in
performance improvements, while another architecture can result in greater
modularity or make it easier to evolve the software for varying needs.

Software engineering has developed the notion of software process to
codify the steps that should be taken to proceed from an initial need or
idea, through the different stages of software development, to a released
version of the software, and often onward to the deployment, maintenance,
and sometimes eventual decommission of the software [Madachy, 2008].
These steps can be performed partially, iteratively, incrementally, in different
sequences, using different levels of quality requirements, and with different
kinds of technical methods and tools. An important reason to codify these
steps is to coordinate the activities of several people working on the software.
A timely delivery and sufficient level of quality are two other important
goals to which a high-quality software process can contribute.

Software processes themselves can be considered a kind of software that
can be analysed and improved for different purposes [Osterweil, 1987]. Soft-
ware processes should be considered to be development or design processes
rather than manufacturing processes [Humphrey, 1989; Basili, 1996; Conradi
and Fuggetta, 2002; Freeman and Hart, 2004]. While manufacturing is
constrained by the physical limitations of materials, design involves explo-
ration of a potentially infinite space of ideas. The value of a certain set of
choices from that space depends on many factors, including what is relevant
for a specific customer at a specific point in time. The decision-making
process in software design requires the involvement and collaboration of
many stakeholders, bringing the full complexity of human social interaction
into software development work.

Despite wide agreement on the importance of considering human aspects
in software development, research on this topic remains fragmented [Warfield,
2010; Amrit et al., 2014]. Simultaneously, the importance of understanding
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human aspects in software development is increasingly important, as rising
numbers of people are engaged in software development work due to digital-
isation. Exact numbers are difficult to obtain, but some estimates may be
provided to show the order of magnitude. Scaffidi et al. [2005] estimated
that while official census figures predicted less than three million professional
programmers in 2012 in the USA, 90 million people would use computers in
their work, and 13 million would perform some kind of programming by that
year. A report published in late 2013 estimated that there are more than
11 million professional software developers in the world based on workforce,
education, and macroeconomic statistics from 90 countries [International
Data Corporation, 2013]. As software pervades society, more organisations
become involved in the development of software-intensive systems in one way
or another. Many kinds and sizes of organisations form software communities
and ecosystems in which they can act as both producers and consumers of
software. Some observers argue that in the near future, “every company will
be a software company” [Meijer and Kapoor, 2014].

Understanding human factors in software development is key to im-
proving both software development performance and well-being [Känsälä
and Tuomivaara, 2013; Laanti, 2013]. While human factors concerns in
software development have always been important, they are becoming even
more central in today’s development environments. Lean-Agile software
development emphasises people, collaboration, customer involvement, and
flexible adaptation to circumstantial changes, as central to the development
activity [Dingsøyr et al., 2012]. Globally distributed development, often
desired for potential cost and performance benefits, is highly dependent
on human factors [Herbsleb and Moitra, 2001], and even more so when
combined with Lean-Agile approaches. Open Source software development
elevates collaboration and code reuse to a global scale, but comes with its
own set of complexities and challenges.

When considering individuals and teams, it appears promising to turn
to existing research on human factors in software engineering as a starting
point. Current research indicates that behavioural outcomes are moderated
not only by skill (e.g., Bergersen et al. [2011]; Bergersen and Gustafsson
[2011]), but by motivational and affective constructs on the individual level
(e.g., Shaw [2004]; Beecham et al. [2008]; Franca et al. [2012b]), and by
communication and coordination aspects on the team level (e.g., [Herbsleb
and Mockus, 2003b; Cataldo et al., 2008; Cataldo and Herbsleb, 2013]). In
other words, a plausible approach to improving software development is to
improve the cognitive, conative (motivational), and affective traits of software
development projects, processes, and methods in a way that provides benefit
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to the individuals and teams using them. However, besides considering
behaviour, it is also important to consider subjective experience if one wants
to improve both outcomes and working conditions (c.f. Csikszentmihalyi
[1975]). Despite a growing body of literature on human factors in software
development, it is not clear how the multitude of factors can be brought
together into a framework that captures the experience of professional
software developers and that is understandable to them.

1.2 Research Questions and Scope

Previous research does not provide a framework for understanding how
developers experience software development. The subjective experience of
software developers has an impact on externally observable outcomes, but it
is difficult to explain and understand the impact and outcomes without an
understanding of the subjective experiences. Indeed, software engineering
research lacks a viable model of people that would take into account both
overt behaviour and its correlates in the subjective mind of individuals.
Such a model should relate individuals to their social context, since much
of human experience and behaviour arises in interaction with the social
environment. Understanding software developer experience is of interest not
only for improving outcomes, but also for improving working conditions and
creating sustainable work environments for software developers themselves.

In this thesis, we consider a software developer to be a person who is em-
ployed primarily to construct software or directly supervise the construction
of software. Examples of such jobs include programmers, software architects,
and software testers, but job roles such as software project manager also
fit into the description in cases where the work is connected to software
artefacts. For example, a project manager may have to understand and
reason about substantial portions of the software and its architecture in
order to manage a development project. That person may thus influence
even technical decisions during the construction of software, and is included
in our definition of a developer.

We ground our inquiry in two popular forms of modern software de-
velopment: Lean-Agile software development and Open Source software
development. These are selected partly because they represent two well-
established boundaries of innovation in the field, and partly to control the
scope of this thesis. Agile software development has become widely used
in the software industry since its introduction in 2001 [Boehm and Turner,
2004] and is often combined in practice with Lean software development [Pop-
pendieck and Poppendieck, 2003]. Lean-Agile software development thus
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represents a contemporary form of software development to which a major
portion of software development professionals are exposed. It also puts
special emphasis on people as the main factor for success, which makes it
attractive for studies on human factors. Lean-Agile software development
is the primary context in which we develop a theory of software developer
experience in this thesis.

Open Source software development is also a well-known phenomenon and
Open Source software is in wide use in contemporary organisations [Crowston
et al., 2008]. Open Source development tools and the Open Source Linux
operating system can be considered de facto standards in many application
areas. Open Source software development represents a perspective which
is orthogonal to Lean-Agile: its primary characteristics are open access
to source code – both in terms of licensing and online availability – fast,
fluid, and self-organised development, and nearly exclusive use of online
means of communication and collaboration. It can be considered a particular
form of globally distributed software development where projects transcend
organisational boundaries and participants can range from paid, professional
developers to volunteer hobbyists. Open Source software development thus
comes with a unique set of challenges but also promises unique benefits. In
particular, its nature exposes human aspects of software development that
may not be as clearly visible in other settings. Open Source is a secondary
context for this thesis, in which we examine how a specific area of developer
experience can be improved.

The main research problem addressed in this thesis is:

How do software developers experience the activity of software development?

In order to address this problem, we divide it into four research questions.
First, we consider the developer experience construct in general, seeking
a conceptual framework to inform the inquiry. Such a framework should
provide a theoretical lens or perspective through which the main problem
can be examined, with key concepts and their relationships stated. The first
research question is:

RQ 1: How can software developer experience be conceptualised?

Second, we approach developer experience in Lean-Agile environments
by considering it against the concept of performance. Software development
organisations strive for high performance in order to meet demands for
economic viability. However, software developers working in teams must
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often balance potentially conflicting demands, such as meeting a deadline
and ensuring future software maintainability or a low number of defects.
Lean-Agile approaches to software development put heavy emphasis on
self-organising teams [Moe et al., 2008]. The responsibility of performing
well rests on the team as a whole as well as on team members individually.
However, current research does not sufficiently explain how developers
manage this responsibility nor how they experience it. Better understanding
of this area could help explain achieved levels of performance, provide
guidelines and training to improve self-organisation in teams, and to give
better definitions of the performance concept in Lean-Agile settings. The
second research question is:

RQ 2: How do software developers experience team performance in Lean-
Agile environments?

Third, we approach developer experience in relation to values. Human
values are abstract motivations that play an important role in human
behaviour and in how humans experience their world. Values are core
ingredients of human culture. Values propagate in and between groups, and
consistent patterns of values, or value systems, can emerge, forming national,
organisational, professional, and other kinds of cultures. An internally
consistent value system which the members of a group share and agree with
to a large degree is beneficial for well-being and for aligning activities towards
common goals. As can be observed in foundational literature, Lean-Agile
approaches have at their core attempts to codify specific value systems. For
instance, Lean software development emphasises respecting individuals and
empowering teams [Poppendieck and Poppendieck, 2003]; Agile software
development explicitly values “individuals and interactions over processes
and tools” [The Agile Alliance, 2001]. Theoretically, this emphasis can
be seen as a value statement in favour of self-direction and universalism,
and, more generally, of openness to change. Studies on Lean and Agile
software development often refer to values as underpinning the development
methodology but do not provide an explanation for why this matters. If
values are to be treated as an influence factor in this context, they should be
better understood. It is not clear how developers interpret the Lean-Agile
value system. The third research question seeks to uncover how developers
actually understand the value system rather than how the value system is
depicted in literature:

RQ 3: How do software developers experience the value system of Lean
and Agile approaches?
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Fourth, we examine how a specific aspect of a specific software develop-
ment environment can be influenced in terms of developer experience. We
focus on team formation and performance in virtual team environments,
especially in Open Source Software projects. Distributed and global software
development is increasingly common in many organisations as they seek
to lower the cost of labour and increase productivity. In addition, organ-
isations may need to combine their resources with other organisations to
tackle problems of a size or complexity that are beyond the capabilities of a
single organisation. It is therefore important to understand how to support
teams in such “virtual” environments, especially in situations where team
composition is changing. Transferring project-specific knowledge and culture
as well as fostering creation of social connections between new and more
senior project members can be seen as contributing to a positive developer
experience. Here, we use Open Source Software projects as the concrete
context. The fourth research question is:

RQ 4: How can new developers be supported in virtual team (Open Source)
environments?

The four research questions do not exhaustively address all aspects of
the main research problem. Their function is to demarcate the research so
that it is possible to conduct within the scope of a PhD thesis. Research
questions 2–4 are tied to a case study context and a particular theme or
construct within that context. The thesis addresses the main research
problem with respect to each context and theme or construct. Table 1.1
shows the relationship between the case study contexts, articles, themes,
and research questions in this work.

1.3 Research Contributions

This thesis provides a novel contribution by investigating software developer
experience, particularly in Lean-Agile and Open Source environments. Ad-
vancing the understanding of developer experience enables improvements in
projects’ end results and developers’ work conditions, allows researchers to
structure their inquiry on developers’ realities, reveals the complex nature
of developers individually and in groups, and gives a structure to manage
this complexity. It should be noted that the contributions of this thesis do
not consider software development outcomes directly. Instead, they address
the way software developers construct their reality, which has an indirect
effect on outcomes. In this section, we briefly describe the contributions of
the five original, peer-reviewed articles of which this thesis is comprised.
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Table 1.1: Relationship between case study contexts, articles, themes, and
research questions.

Lean-Agile Open Source

RQ 1 RQ 2 RQ 3 RQ 4
Concept Team Performance Values Onboarding

Article I × × × ×
Article II × × (×) (×)
Article III ×
Article IV ×
Article V ×

× Article addresses research question.
(×) Article provides background and motivation for

research question.

Article I: Developer Experience: Concept and Definition

We propose to consider the experience of software developers in their work,
and define the concept developer experience [Article I]. We transfer the
user experience concept into the domain of software developers. Developer
experience focuses on the individual software developer in the context of
a software team but also situates the individual and the team into the
larger organisational context. We do not limit the developer experience
concept to only the technical tools used for software development, but include
the complete environment including the software development process and
work methods. Article I provides a theoretical lens for the thesis and thus
addresses all our research questions.

Article II: Performance Alignment Work: How Software De-
velopers Experience the Continuous Adaptation of Team Per-
formance in Lean and Agile Environments

The term “performance” often refers to the ability to reach desirable out-
comes. From a managerial perspective, software developers are expected to
meet requirements of schedule and scope – to finish a certain set of work in a
certain time. However, there are many more aspects to performance in soft-
ware development. We examined the developer perspective of performance
in a professional setting [Article II]. We conducted a multiple-case study
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with five companies, studying how software developers experience team
performance in Lean-Agile environments. We developed the Performance
Alignment Work theory, which explains how software developers negotiate
the meaning of performance in different situations, interpret their current
performance, and adapt it to changing circumstances. In the context of
this theory, high-performing teams are those which are particularly good
at Performance Alignment Work and engage with their environment to
influence performance expectations. Our findings illustrate differences and
similarities in performance experiences among professional software develop-
ers in different types of companies. Values and the team formation process
were highlighted as factors with an important relationship to developer
experience and performance.

Article II addresses RQ 2 by presenting an in-depth study of developer
experience in a professional context where Lean-Agile software development
is used. It directly addresses the research question and contributes the
Performance Alignment Work theory, explaining the constant process of
negotiation in which developers are engaged. It also provides increased
detail for answering RQ 1. The article provides additional motivation and
background for research questions 3 and 4, since we found that the value
system underpinning Lean-Agile methods, and the special consideration
of team formation, are among the important factors contributing to how
developers experience performance in Lean-Agile environments.

Article III: Examining The Structure of Lean and Agile Val-
ues Among Software Developers

The findings from Article II indicate that values are an important factor in
understanding how developers experience performance. Article III addresses
the values aspect of developer experience in Lean-Agile environments in more
detail. We present results from a quantitative study examining Lean-Agile
values. Apart from contributing a questionnaire instrument for assessing
values, the study reveals a number of findings regarding how today’s software
developers perceive the values behind Lean-Agile software development.
Values are strongly emphasised in these methodologies. We seek here to
uncover how developers understand the value system associated with the
methodologies. Making the value system explicit can have benefits in terms
of increased understanding of the methods, better adaptability to national
and cultural values, and improved developer experience. Article III addresses
RQ 3 by presenting an empirically grounded model of Lean-Agile values with
11 dimensions, and by relating the model to earlier research on universal
human values and personality.
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Article IV: The Role of Mentoring and Project Characteris-
tics for Onboarding in Open Source Software Projects

The findings from Article II indicate that the team formation and re-
formation process is important for understanding how developers experience
performance. In today’s organisations, the desire for dynamic resource alloca-
tion means that changes in team composition is a common occurrence. Team
formation is also important in contexts where team and project membership
is fluid, such as in Open Source software development. Many organisations
already operate in a manner where software development crosses organisa-
tional boundaries and developers may enter and exit projects frequently.
Onboarding, or organisational socialisation, is a process that helps new-
comers become integrated members of their organisation by learning the
knowledge, skills, and behaviour they need to succeed and be productive in
their work. In Article IV, we present a study examining onboarding in an
Open Source context, where virtual teams are used. We studied mentoring
by experienced project members as a support mechanism for onboarding.
We compared the performance of newly introduced developers receiving
onboarding support to that of unsupported developers. Through Article
IV, we address RQ 4 by examining mentoring as a support mechanism for
onboarding new members into virtual teams in Open Source projects. We
found that mentoring can be beneficial for onboarding, that onboarding is
a learning process which does not proceed linearly, and that differences in
project characteristics mediate the degree of success of onboarding.

Article V: Onboarding in Open Source Software Projects

Article V continues the analysis presented in the previous article. We
examined mentoring as a potential onboarding mechanism in more detail,
including the returns on resources spent on mentoring. Article V addresses
RQ 4 by providing additional findings and guidelines regarding mentoring
as an onboarding support mechanism. The findings indicate that mentoring
can have a positive impact on the early stages of onboarding, but also
that mentoring is associated with costs in terms of reduced development
performance among developers carrying out the mentoring function. Since
the mentor is also a developer whose experience with the onboarding process
is of importance, we suggest some ways in which to motivate and compensate
mentors for their efforts.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

This doctoral thesis consists of five original research articles and the present
summarising report. The remainder of this summarising report is organised
as follows. Chapter 2 reviews and discusses literature in order to develop a
theoretical background regarding the nature of software development. The
chapter examines the relationship between software products, processes,
organisation, and human factors, and provides some fundamental theory on
human factors. Chapter 3 describes the components of a research design
in general, and explains the research design of this thesis in particular.
Chapter 4 draws together the research conducted in Articles I–V and provides
the research results answering the research questions. The chapter also
summarises the articles as a whole from the perspective of the main research
problem. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of the answers for research
and practice, their validity, the ethics of the research, and potential future
work. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes with a summary.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, we review and discuss literature on software development in
order to illuminate its nature from different perspectives and to provide the
necessary theoretical background for the remainder of the thesis. In order
to understand how software developers experience software development, we
must first understand what software development is. We must understand,
in general terms, the activity system in which software development is
conducted: the object of software development, the rules and assumptions
which govern it, and the instruments, mediating artefacts, and methods
of labour division that are used to achieve desired outcomes. We must
simultaneously understand how human factors come into play in software
development.

Three broad groups of questions characterise the development of software:
those concerning the product, the process, and the people involved. Questions
in the first two groups ask which attributes the software should possess, and
how the activity of building the software should be performed in order to
ensure that those attributes are present to the desired degree. The first
group of questions has been addressed from a variety of perspectives, ranging
from methods to structure the software – its architecture – to methods of
eliciting and managing requirements, and further to designing the patterns
of software use, a topic addressed by usability and interaction design. The
second group of questions has mainly been addressed within the field of
software engineering research in terms of software process, with different
process models and related methods being key contributions. The third
group of questions concerns the people involved in carrying out software
development. Who are they? What characteristics do they possess? What
is the interplay between these characteristics and the software development
activity? What is the relationship between people in a group developing
software, and between people, the product, and the process?

13
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2.1 Software Products

Software programs are instructions for digital computers to perform compu-
tations and interact with input and output devices. A software product refers
to a product whose primary component is software [Kittlaus and Clough,
2009]. In some cases, software is an underlying product part that cannot
be bought separately. For instance, embedded software can be considered
software that is integrated in a non-software product and thus not sold as a
stand-alone product. Software products can be delivered as part of a physical
product, be standalone, delivered on a physical medium or via the Internet
either to be installed on the user’s computer or as a remotely accessible
service. Frequently, software products and services occur together, such as in
the case of smartphones or tablet computers, which are embedded software
products that connect to software services over a network, making them
platforms for delivering new features to users. We use the term software
product to include software services unless otherwise noted.

2.1.1 Programming

Software programs and products can be seen from the context of development,
which is the viewpoint of this thesis. In the context of development, software
programs are written as source code by developers and built into object code
and associated data, to be executed and processed in the context of use.
On a fundamental level, programming involves identifying algorithms, data
structures, and other kinds of programming language and support library
constructs that can be used to write each part of the program. Foundational
research in computer science deals with these aspects (c.f. e.g., Knuth
[1997a, 1998, 1997b, 2011], Dahl et al. [1972], and Nygaard and Dahl [1978]).
Programming platforms consist of one or a few languages, support libraries
which contain reusable program code for common tasks, and tools to compile
the source code into executable object code or, in the case of interpreted
languages, an interpreter for running the code. Modern programming
platforms are sophisticated frameworks with ready-made code for a variety
of purposes, and come with integrated development environments that
provide powerful functions for writing and editing source code in a solitary
or group setting.

2.1.2 Software Architecture

The amount of program code required for a given product can be very large,
and the relationships within the code and between the code and data can
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be very complex. Large size and high complexity can make it difficult to
manage programming: making code changes or testing the code can become
intractable. Software architecture addresses these difficulties by introducing
a higher level of abstraction that partitions software into pieces and governs
the relationship between the parts. Software architecture has other roles
besides structuring the software, such as allowing for software reuse and
providing means to divide programming tasks between several programmers.

The importance of software architecture has been emphasised by many
researchers (e.g. Parnas [1972]). Brooks [1975] considers developing software
architecture a creative design problem, and asserts that organisations must
take the problem of software design seriously. He notes that good designs
can arise from good practices, but “great designs come from great designers”,
emphasising the people aspect of software development. The need for an
intermediate design layer – the architecture – has been noted by other
authors (e.g., [Brooks, 1975; Mills, 1985; Royce and Royce, 1991; Perry and
Wolf, 1992]; for an overview, see e.g. Kruchten et al. [2006]).

2.1.3 Software Product Design

The role of a software developer encompasses more than programming. In
order to be able to write source code, developers must know several things
about the context of use. For example, they must have details regarding the
technical execution and processing environment, the users, the tasks to be
carried out by the users, and the situations in which those tasks are to be
carried out. This information can be expressed as documentation or models of
different degrees of formality, but it is also present in the mental models that
individual developers carry in their minds. Through a design process, which
includes activities such as ideation, planning, prototyping, experimentation,
analysis, and refinement, developers use their understanding of software
requirements to develop a program or set of programs that constitute the
product.

A pertinent question is how to organise the software design and devel-
opment activity. Software development can be structured by processes and
organisation-scale frameworks to standardise, manage, and improve projects,
products, knowledge, and the workforce. Within those structures, the nature
of software development can be seen broadly as a design activity, encompass-
ing “all the activities involved in conceptualising, framing, implementing,
commissioning, and ultimately modifying complex systems” [Freeman and
Hart, 2004]. Design may be viewed as a phased activity, with each phase in-
cluding generation and selection of design alternatives, their representations,
procedures for solving design problems, human approaches to design, and
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design structures [Simon, 1969]. The final outcome of any design process is
uncertain, and thus its eventual value is uncertain [Baldwin and Clark, 2006].
Methods to manage risk are hence important. Having modularity-in-design
is of high economic interest, since it means that the design process can be
split into modules and carried out in parallel. For this reason, designing
and identifying modularity in different forms and at different levels is an
important part of software development work. This includes the product
level [Pohl et al., 2005], but also the levels of technical architecture and
detailed program structure.

There are several possible approaches to software design on all levels. Be-
fore examining these in further detail in the next section, we briefly establish
a more general frame of reference regarding design. Moran [1996] identifies
four broad conceptions of design in the literature (see Figure 2.1). Kalfoglou
et al. [2000] characterise the four conceptions as follows. Decomposition and
synthesis involves recombining existing components and then abstracting
from the resulting combinations into new meta-knowledge. Design as search
treats the problem as a traversal of a design space, with the aim of finding
paths to goals. Design as negotiation and deliberation treats design problems
as “wicked problems” which have no objectively definable criteria for solution
correctness. In this view, design is an activity that supports a community
in conducting an effective debate over a range of possible solutions. Finally,
situated design refers to a reflective activity where the designer obtains new
knowledge through interaction with the design object – a kind of exper-
imentation which continually results in new versions of a design through
observing errors. Kalfoglou et al. [2000] observe that combinations are also
possible. For example, the Experience Factory concept (c.f. Basili et al.
[1992]; Basili [1993]; Basili et al. [2002]) can be characterised as both design
as search and situated design.

Design is also an organisational concern. Clark and Fujimoto [1990] argue
that integrity is crucial for the success of products. Integrity means good
performance and value, satisfaction for customers in every respect, including
intangible aspects such as look and feel. Companies that consistently develop
products with high integrity have two major traits: internal and external
integration. Internally, they are coherent and there is a large degree of align-
ment on all levels of the organisation, ranging from strategy and structure
on the managerial level to the skills, attitudes, and behaviour of individual
employees. Externally, companies are integrated with their customers so that
the customer becomes a part of the development organisation. Clark and
Fujimoto [1990] further argue that integrity begins with a product concept
that captures the customer’s viewpoint and continues with the concern of
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Figure 2.1: Four broad descriptions of design paradigms. (Adapted
from Moran [1996] and Kalfoglou et al. [2000].)
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satisfying what the customer wants and how completely the product concept
has been embodied in the product’s details. For software developers, the
degree of internal and external integration in the organisation and in the
approach they use to develop software can have a significant impact on the
nature of their work.

2.2 Organisation of Software Development

Organising software development concerns structures and approaches to
manage all aspects of the software development activity with the purpose
of ensuring that desired outcomes are achieved in a timely fashion and
within budget constraints. How software development is organised and
what is emphasised in the organisation can have far-reaching effects for
the outcome. For example, an exploratory survey of software factories led
Cusumano to propose that factory implementations in the U.S. and Japan
fall into a spectrum of varying control, and that the Japanese factories
placed significantly more emphasis on the concept of reusability [Cusumano,
1989]. Cusumano reported that the Japanese organisations which had
introduced more structured ways of work displayed significant improvements
in productivity, quality, and process control over several years. However,
he notes that the Japanese organisations used the factory facilities mostly
for products that were similar to ones they had made in the past. New
development was sourced from less-structured subsidiaries or suppliers, or
performed as special projects outside the factories. Cusumano concludes
that, at the time of the study, the weakness of the Japanese approach
was their focus on process improvement rather than product innovation or
development of product packages. This example illustrated that differences
in how software development is organised can have a major impact on both
the technical outcome as well as the utility of the end result.

2.2.1 Software Projects

Projects are temporary endeavours with specific aims, and they are unique
in the sense of not being routine operations [Project Management Institute,
2013]. Project management organises software projects. The objective is to
produce the right software product, with the right level of quality, at the
right cost, and within the right schedule. Scope, quality, cost, and schedule
are among the fundamental attributes that must be balanced in software
project management. Software development projects often use a project
management framework, life-cycle model, or process to structure activities.
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2.2.2 Software Processes

The use of a software engineering process is a key ingredient in professional
software development. Software engineering processes, referred to here simply
as software processes, are concerned with “work activities accomplished
by software engineers to develop, maintain, and operate software, such
as requirements, design, construction, testing, configuration management,
and other software engineering processes” [Bourque and Fairley, 2014]. A
software process has been defined as a goal-directed activity in the context
of engineering-style software development [Münch et al., 2012]. Software
processes are the foremost means in software engineering for structuring
software development over time. Software processes address the question of
how to build a software artefact. Research on software processes strongly
indicates that there is a dual relationship between software products and
processes [Osterweil, 1987], and that there is value in choosing the right
process and adjusting and improving it for one’s specific purposes and
environment.

Software process encompasses three broad, overlapping areas: process
modelling, process life-cycle models, and process improvement [Madachy,
2008]. Process modelling represents processes in the abstract: as mathe-
matical models that focus on a particular aspect of a process as currently
implemented (as-is), or as planned (to-be). These models can be used to
evaluate the process, simulate its behaviour under particular conditions,
identify improvement areas, or provide training to practitioners. Process
life-cycle models determine the steps to be taken in software development
or evolution, the order of the stages, and the transition criteria between
the stages. Finally, process improvement refers to activities which aim to
improve some aspect of software development – such as reducing the number
of product defects, increasing development speed, or reducing costs – by
improving a related part of the development process.

Software process life-cycle models are structures which determine the
approach taken to the tasks or activities that take place during the activity of
developing software [Madachy, 2008]. The model determines which steps are
taken during software development or evolution, the order of the stages, and
the criteria for transitioning between stages. Different models specify these
to varying exactness, and there is a multitude of models to choose between.
Models differ in their underlying assumptions about user requirements,
technology, system complexity, system quality criteria – such as reliability,
safety, and reusability – schedule, cost limitations, stakeholder involvement,
developer skills, and the organisational context in which the development
project is performed. Some of these assumptions are explicit in the model,
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while others may be implicit or unknown. Thus selecting a model which
is appropriate for a given situation is a difficult but important task, since
it can determine whether a resulting system satisfies user needs, or cause
changes in project cost and schedule [Alexander and Davis, 1991; Cockburn,
2000]. In practice, models must be adapted and tuned to account for the
environment in which they are applied and the type of product that is to be
developed.

Software process improvement consists of activities which aim to produce
an understanding of existing processes and change them in order to increase
product quality, lower costs, or reduce development time [Sommerville,
2011, chap. 26]. Software process improvement owes its legacy to process
improvement in manufacturing. Through an approach known as statistical
process control (see e.g., Shewhart [1931]; Deming [1975]; Oakland [2008]),
a physical manufacturing process can be measured in terms of how many
product defects it produces, and the process is analysed and modified in
order to reduce the defect ratio and increase the capability of detecting
defects. Humphrey [1988] was among the first to argue that the same type
of technique can be applied to software engineering.

However, software processes exhibit important differences compared to
manufacturing processes, and Humphrey’s [1988] argument is not univer-
sally accepted without reservation [Sommerville, 2011]. Software processes
are design processes involving knowledge and information, and rather than
operating through physical laws, they rely on human cognition, communica-
tion, and collaboration. For software, there is always an inherent reliance
on individual creativity when developing solutions [Basili, 1996]. Taking
process models into use is as important as, but frequently more difficult
than, constructing them [Münch et al., 2012]. Thus, the question of how
to get people to follow the process as intended is often neglected. More
fundamentally, we may ask whether people should adapt to the process or
whether the process should be tailored to its users – the software developers.
The way we think about the software design activity may result in different
answers to this question.

Different types of software development process models approach software
design in different ways. Following the design terminology introduced in
Section 2.1.3, more linear, sequential models are closer to decomposition
and synthesis, while iterative and incremental models are closer to design
as search. Lean-Agile approaches, detailed below, can be characterised as
design as search due to their iterative and incremental nature, but they
also emphasise the aspect of negotiation and deliberation through their
involvement of the customer. For example, the Scrum method [Sutherland
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and Schwaber, 1995; Schwaber and Beedle, 2001] involves the customer
through the Product Owner role, whose responsibility it is to participate in
story creation and in managing the product backlog.

The various life-cycle models can be categorised according to type. Some
models stand out as “classical” examples. The simplest model is a single-pass,
sequential process that consists of requirements analysis, design, coding,
testing, and operation stages. Variants of this model are commonly known as
waterfall models. Perhaps the most distinguishing trait of this type of model
is that it aims to develop a complete set of requirements during the first
phase [Bourque and Fairley, 2014]. The requirements are then rigorously
controlled and any changes to requirements are based on documented change
requests that must be approved by a control board. There is some confusion
as to where this type of model originates. Some have attributed it to Royce
[1970] although Royce’s model proposed several improvements on a purely
sequential process, including the recommendation to perform the process
twice, with the first run being a kind of in-depth prototyping stage. A more
accurate description may be that the model originated in a few early works
which described experiences and lessons learnt in the practice of software
development, including that of Benington [1983] (the referenced article is
adapted from a presentation given by Benington in 1956), Rosove [1967],
and Lehman [1969].

One modification to the waterfall model is the incremental approach,
where the sequential process is repeated in multiple passes to meet predefined
requirements in successive steps. Each increment adds functionality to the
previously released increment, reducing the time required to provide initial
versions of the system to the customer. The complete set of requirements is
defined first, after which it is partitioned into increments and each increment
is then implemented [Bourque and Fairley, 2014]. Some flexibility may be
permitted in revising the requirements as the software evolves.

Iterative models produce software in small, usable pieces that build upon
each other. Iterative models were first documented by Basili and Turner
[1975]. Their approach proceeds in a top-down, stepwise, heuristic fashion.
A skeletal sub-problem is implemented first, and acts as an initial guess for
the final implementation. Subsequent steps iteratively enhance the current
implementation, implementing each requirement until the final implemen-
tation is completed. A key trait of this approach is that the developer can
take advantage of what was learnt during the previous iterations.
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2.2.3 Lean-Agile Software Development

Lean software development and Agile software development are relatively
recently described approaches to software development that have become
very popular. Both concepts can be found in manufacturing production
methodology. In manufacturing, Lean strives to eliminate waste in the man-
ufacturing process, with Agile being the next step enabling quick response
to customer needs and market changes; the two may also be viewed as
complementary [Naylor et al., 1999].

Although the terms are relatively new in software development, the
underlying ideas have existed for a long time. Larman and Basili [2003]
document instances of iterative and incremental processes from as early as
1957. They demonstrate that the practices of these approaches have been
used in several large, software-intensive technology development projects in
both governmental and private organisations. They also link the evolution of
iterative and incremental processes to that of the waterfall approach. They
note that at the beginning of the 1980s, iterative and incremental processes
were in a minority position compared to the sequential approach. During
the 1980s, sequential processes were subject to increasing criticism, leading
in that same decade to evolutionary and risk-driven approaches, and, in the
1990s, to more variants of iterative and incremental processes. Eventually,
in the early 2000s, a small group of people interested in promoting light-
weight, iterative and incremental processes summarised what they felt was
the essence of software development process under the umbrella term “Agile”.
They published the Agile Manifesto [The Agile Alliance, 2001] to codify their
position as a set of core values. Agile software development was a response to
perceived challenges arising from a turbulent business environment [Cockburn
and Highsmith, 2001; Highsmith, 2001]. Several Agile software development
methods have been proposed, such as Extreme Programming [Beck and
Andres, 2004], Scrum [Sutherland and Schwaber, 1995; Schwaber and Beedle,
2001], and Dynamic Systems Development Method [Stapleton and Constable,
1997]; for an overview, see e.g. Abrahamsson et al. [2003].

Since the introduction of the term, Agile methods have become very
popular [Boehm and Turner, 2004]. Agile methods are designed to facilitate
evolution of the software requirements as the implementation process un-
folds in a project [Bourque and Fairley, 2014]. Agile methods emphasise
rapid delivery of customer value, customer involvement in the software
development process, and reliance on human relationships rather than doc-
umentation [Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001]. Agile software development
does not refer to any single process model, but is rather an approach that
aims to empower software development teams to take charge of their own
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activities and focus only on activities which are essential for delivering cus-
tomer value. Agile software development can be seen as a reformulation of
iterative and incremental software development [Larman and Basili, 2003],
but with an added emphasis on people. The focus on humans in Agile
software development can be observed through the fact that in contrast to
life-cycle models with formal, technical definitions, Agile is founded on a
values-based manifesto accompanied by a set of high-level principles (see
The Agile Alliance [2001]; Highsmith [2001]). Descriptions of Agile software
development methods usually refer to, and repeat, the central tenets of the
manifesto, and use its value statements and the accompanying principles to
justify methodological decisions.

Lean software development was introduced in 2003 in a book titled “Lean
Software Development: An Agile Toolkit” [Poppendieck and Poppendieck,
2003]. This treatment positions Lean within Agile software development.
Lean software development also emphasises creation of value for customers
and emphasises people as a key success factor for software development
projects [Poppendieck and Poppendieck, 2003]. Interestingly, Lean links back
to the early foundations of software processes by highlighting the removal of
wasteful activities – those that do not contribute to customer value – as a
central activity. The term “Lean” emerged from a number of studies of the
automotive industry, particularly findings from Toyota in Japan (as part
of MIT’s International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP); some important
findings are reported in e.g. Krafcik [1988]; for a summarising example of
related studies, see e.g. Shimokawa [2010]). The Toyota Production System
(TPS) was described as a key reason behind the success of Toyota in the
car manufacturing industry [Ōno, 1988; Womack et al., 2007; Liker, 2004;
Morgan and Liker, 2006], although the validity of some of the IMVP data,
and the correctness of the interpretations and conclusions reached based
on the IMVP studies have been questioned [Coffey, 2006; Dybå and Sharp,
2012]. Nevertheless, the terms Lean and Lean thinking have entered the
field of software engineering, resulting in a body of work that complements
Agile.

As with Agile, Lean thinking has been linked to a philosophy with deeply
rooted values. Many researchers claim that Lean cannot be implemented
effectively without simultaneously understanding and implementing the
philosophy and value system on which it is based (e.g., [Ōno, 1988; Holweg
and Pil, 2001; Liker, 2004; Hines et al., 2004; Saruta, 2006; Womack et al.,
2007; Liker and Hoseus, 2008]). Whether this applies in the context of
software development is open to debate, but it appears reasonable to assume
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that successful implementation of both Lean and Agile depends on more
than straightforward use of daily practices.

There is confusion as to whether Lean software development should be
considered an Agile method or a different approach with a close relationship
to Agile [Lane et al., 2012]. There are important common aspects to Lean
and Agile: a focus on customer value, mapping the stream of value adding
activities and workflows, and, importantly, an emphasis on individuals as
the key ingredient for success. In contrast to Agile software development,
the Lean movement has not produced comprehensive software development
lifecycle or development process models. However, the Kanban task schedul-
ing method, which is part of the Lean toolkit, has been used both on its
own and in combination with Scrum [Ladas, 2008; Ahmad et al., 2013; Oza
et al., 2013; Corona and Pani, 2013]. Lean thinking is supported by many
practices and techniques recommended by Agile methods [Poppendieck and
Poppendieck, 2003; Hibbs et al., 2009]. Extreme Programming has been
considered to embrace Lean thinking, but has also been said to emulate
craft work rather than Lean production [Middleton and Sutton, 2005; Lane
et al., 2012]. Lane et al. [2012] consider Lean software development as a
broader concept than Agile, encompassing an overall business perspective,
asserting that it should inform the creation and application of software
development methods. When organisations implement Lean and Agile, the
two are merged into a single methodology that has traits from both parts. It
therefore makes sense to consider the two approaches together as Lean-Agile
software development as we do in this thesis.

Neither Lean or Agile on their own, nor the Lean-Agile combination, are
unproblematic. Saruta [2006] notes that Lean thinking relies on a deeply
ingrained corporate culture that may be detrimental to employee well-being
and cohesion of work groups. A critical analysis of the discourse of key
methodological contributors to Agile software development reveals values
that are expressed in practice rather than present in foundational docu-
ments [Lawrence and Rodriguez, 2012]. Enlightenment – valuing knowledge
and insight – was found, but also power – valuing possibly coercive influence
to affect policies. Values of wealth and skill were less expressed, while
rectitude, respect, affection, and well-being were only weakly expressed.
Lawrence and Rodriguez [2012] interpret this as a legitimisation strategy
to improve diffusion and industry adoption of Agile. Conboy [2009] notes
that Agile software development was initially driven primarily by practi-
tioners and consultants. A lack of rigorous conceptual studies resulted in
a fragmented understanding of Agile, unclear definitions, and even direct
contradictions. Dybå and Dingsøyr [2008] have called for more empirical
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research on the core ideas in Agile software development. Dingsøyr et al.
[2012] note the need for theory-based research to separate true innovations
in Agile practices from reformulations of old ones. As Lean-Agile software
development is adopted, or considered for adoption, by software development
organisations, it is of great importance to examine how it impacts the daily
life of software developers. This motivates the first two research questions
posed in Chapter 1.

2.2.4 Global, Distributed, and Open Source Software Devel-
opment

Global Software Development (GSD) refers to a mode of development where
development tasks are distributed to sites across the world. GSD has been
motivated by the need to access scarce, skilled resources in a cost-effective
way regardless of location; the business advantages of market proximity; the
quick and dynamic formation of virtual corporations and teams to exploit
market opportunities; the pressure to decrease time-to-market by doing
round-the-clock development using time zone differences; and the need for
flexibility to take advantage of merger and acquisition opportunities [Herbsleb
and Moitra, 2001]. As more companies take GSD into use, an increasing
number of developers and software development teams participate in global
software development [Mockus and Herbsleb, 2001; Holmstrom et al., 2006;
Šmite et al., 2010].

A trait of GSD that is of primary relevance here is the concept of virtual
teams. Virtual teams are small, often temporary groups of geographically,
organisationally, temporally, and culturally dispersed knowledge workers
who use information and communication technologies to accomplish one or
more organisational tasks [Powell et al., 2004; Ale Ebrahim et al., 2009].
Virtual teams are often assembled on demand and can be short-lived. Due to
their dispersion and reliance on technology for communication, virtual teams
face particular challenges in addition to those encountered by co-located
teams. Many of these challenges revolve around issues of communication
and coordination [Herbsleb and Mockus, 2003a; Espinosa et al., 2007].

Open Source Software (OSS) is attractive to companies as a source of
low-cost innovation and productivity [Grand et al., 2004; Bonaccorsi et al.,
2007; von Krogh and Spaeth, 2007], similarly to GSD. OSS development is
difficult to define, as it includes a multitude of aspects, including licensing,
mode of development, and community aspects. OSS can be thought of as
a movement that promotes unencumbered access to software source code,
partly because of ethical reasons (e.g. [Mingers and Walsham, 2010]) and
partly because of the belief that it leads to better development outcomes
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(e.g. [Raymond, 2001]). OSS projects can be very loosely structured and
a large portion of contributors can be volunteers, but there may also be
a significant portion of paid, employed contributors [von Hippel and von
Krogh, 2003]. OSS has always had a strong relationship with commercial
companies, and many OSS projects are nowadays driven primarily by paid
employees in companies. For example, “well over 80% of all [Linux kernel]
development is demonstrably done by developers who are being paid for
their work” [Corbet et al., 2015]. However, OSS projects vary in this regard.

OSS projects are attractive cases for research due to the availability of
data. Both in-depth analyses of exceptional projects (e.g., Mockus et al.
[2002]; Capiluppi and Izquierdo-Cortázar [2013]; von Krogh et al. [2005];
Alali et al. [2008]) and census-like analyses of large numbers of projects
(e.g. Capiluppi et al. [2003]) have been performed. Despite a growing body of
research, and the potential benefits of OSS, guidance on how to manage OSS
projects is still scarce in many respects [Crowston et al., 2008], perhaps due
to the diversity of projects. Some studies have pointed out the importance
of mentoring for sharing and reuse of knowledge [von Krogh et al., 2005;
Sowe et al., 2006; Crowston et al., 2008; Sowe et al., 2008].

2.3 Managing People in Software Development

Organising software development is an important part of ensuring a high-
quality and timely delivery of the individual components of a software
product and the product as a whole. Managing the software development
workforce is another relevant challenge. DeMarco and Lister [2013] note that
“companies that sensibly manage their investment in people will prosper
in the long run”. Managing the workforce is important for knowledge and
experience management. Seaman et al. [2003] note that the goals of experi-
ence management include such abstract notions as improving development
processes and making development work more productive and satisfying.
They also list a number of more practical and concrete reasons for pursuing
it, such as loss of important information due to employee turnover, slow
integration of new employees, bottlenecks due to a limited number of experts
with important specialised knowledge, and unnecessary reinvention due to
lack of knowledge of what has already been done in other parts of the
organisation. The ultimate goal of people management is both to maintain
a high level of performance, but also to maintain employee well-being and
thus sustaining performance in the long run.
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2.3.1 Software Development Teams, Performance, and Suc-
cess

High-performing teams have been defined as those that outperform “all
reasonable expectations as well as all other similarly situated teams” [Katzen-
bach and Smith, 1993]. Teams can offer greater adaptability, productivity,
and creativity than any single individual [Salas et al., 2005; Gladstein, 1984;
Hackman, 1987]. However, simply grouping skilled individuals together is
not enough to gain the benefits of teams [Hackman, 1998].

Team performance research aims to improve the work outcome of teams.
Models of team performance can help to describe team performance in
specific cases or explain what leads to high or low performance in general.
Software development performance can be thought of as a prerequisite for
success. On the technical level, performance is related to quality, which
can be operationalised as correctness, maintainability, or computational
performance. On the level of software projects, success means timely de-
livery of the right product within budget constraints. The notion of “right
product” refers to quality from the perspective of use. In this sense, the
goal of software development is to construct software products that fulfil
requirements for usability. Usability, or quality in use, can be defined in
terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction for the user [Earthy et al.,
2001]. Product attributes, such as understandability and learnability, con-
tribute to usability, as do technical attributes internal to the product, such
as computational performance and correctness.

On the level of teams, the relationship between team performance and
project success is unclear and can be understood in different ways [Freeman
and Beale, 1992; Agarwal and Rathod, 2006]. The number of productivity
factors ranges in the hundreds or thousands [Endres and Rombach, 2003], and
it is not known which ones ultimately have the highest impact on outcomes.
Also, software engineering lacks a sound measure for success [Ralph et al.,
2013], making it difficult to even conceptualise the relationship. Success
includes not only meeting schedules and making profits, but also employee
well-being and public impact [Ralph and Kelly, 2014]. Software product
managers have been observed to be dissatisfied with available means of
evaluating performance [Cedergren and Larsson, 2014]. Although several
team performance models exist in other disciplines, they may not be directly
applicable to software development teams [Dingsøyr and Dybå, 2012].

Rather than being a choice among a set of readily defined performance
factors, some research suggests that performance (and, by extension, suc-
cess) should be seen as a dynamic process of negotiation and deliberation,
echoing the corresponding design paradigm, as mentioned earlier. Perfor-
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mance can then be understood in many different ways depending on the
viewpoint [Freeman and Beale, 1992; Adolph et al., 2012; Ralph and Kelly,
2014], and viewpoints may conflict [Ikonen et al., 2011; Kettunen, 2013;
Ralph and Kelly, 2014].

2.3.2 People CMM

Since software development is an inherently human activity, the most im-
portant asset for software development organisations are employees. People
CMM is an example of a framework which can be used to manage human
resources in a software development organisation. People CMM belongs to
the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) family of models. They
are collections of best practices that allow a software organisation to assess
the status of their processes in terms of maturity levels and identify potential
improvement areas [CMMI Product Team, 2010]. CMMI is based on the
well-known Capability Maturity Model (CMM), which in turn is based on
an earlier framework by Humphrey [1988; 1989].

While other CMMI models focus on improvement of work processes,
they do not provide specific guidance for the development and improvement
of management processes for the workforce itself. People CMM aims to
increase the workforce capability of an organisation [Curtis et al., 2001]. It is
motivated by the need for a workforce “with the knowledge and skills to make
rapid adjustments and the willingness to acquire new competencies” [Curtis
et al., 2001]. People CMM is positioned as a framework for implementing
advanced practices for human capital management, such as workforce train-
ing, formal mentoring programs, and improvement of information sharing.
It also supports team-based work design, helps to clearly communicate the
organisation’s mission, and can be used in situations where the company
needs to downsize and restructure its workforce.

People CMM views workforce practices as regular organisational pro-
cesses that can be continuously improved in the same way as other work
processes [Curtis et al., 2001]. Like the CMM and CMMI models, People
CMM provides a roadmap which an organisation can use to improve itself
by transforming its work practices. People CMM consists of five maturity
levels, which follow those established by the CMM framework: initial, man-
aged, defined, predictable, and optimising. At each level, a new system of
practices is added to the ones on the previous level. Each successive step
raises the level of sophistication of the workforce development practices in
the organisation. Table 2.1 summarises the maturity levels.

People CMM illustrates how software development organisations can dif-
fer with respect to how they manage their workforce. Workforce management
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Table 2.1: People CMM Maturity Levels [Curtis et al., 2001].

Level Summary Process Areas

1 – Initial Inconsistent manage-
ment

—

2 – Managed People management Compensation, Training and De-
velopment, Performance Manage-
ment, Work Environment Com-
munication and Coordination,
Staffing

3 – Defined Competency manage-
ment

Participatory Culture,
Workgroup Development,
Competency-Based Practices,
Career Development, Compe-
tency Development, Workforce
Planning, Competency Analysis

4 – Predictable Capability management Mentoring, Organisational Ca-
pability Management, Quantita-
tive Performance Management,
Competency-Based Assets, Em-
powered Workgroups, Compe-
tency Integration

5 – Optimising Change management Continuous Workforce Innova-
tion, Organisational Performance
Alignment, Continuous Capabil-
ity Improvement
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and software processes combine into complex systems which have an impact
on developers’ working life both in the short and the long term. As can be
seen, higher levels of maturity in workforce management are associated both
with increased sophistication in development and operations processes, but
also with softer issues such as culture, competency development, mentoring,
empowering work groups, and continual improvement on all levels of the or-
ganisation, including the individual level. The software development process
is thus interlinked with workforce management and with the overall process
of continual development and renewal of the organisation.

2.3.3 Onboarding

Onboarding, or organisational socialisation, refers to processes that help
newcomers become integrated members of their new organisations [Bauer
and Erdogan, 2011]. As part of onboarding, new members learn the knowl-
edge, skills, and behaviour they need to succeed and be productive in their
work. Human guidance has been found to be the most important factor
in helping newcomers understand source code and software development
project issues [Dagenais et al., 2010]. Mentoring is one such form of human
guidance, and it has been described as a fundamental knowledge transfer
mechanism in companies [Swap et al., 2001]. It is also present on level four
of the People CMM framework (see Table 2.1).

While onboarding is well understood in regular company settings, on-
boarding in virtual team environments, particularly in OSS communities,
is less well known. However, it is of prime relevance in such environments.
For example, Ducheneaut [2005] found that joining an OSS project requires
newcomers to go through a complex socialisation process, in which they need
to present themselves as skilled and well versed in software development in
order to be accepted as developers. The process varies between OSS projects,
but some common characteristics are the relative lack of documented proce-
dures compared to corporate onboarding programs, the lack of or volunteer
nature of persons guiding newcomers (e.g. mentors), and primary reliance
on newcomers themselves to take the initiative and prove their ability to
contribute.

2.4 Human Factors in Software Development

Numerous studies suggest that managing human resources is of key impor-
tance to software organisations, and some even show that other factors have
comparatively little impact on cost or outcomes. Human factors are among
the most important to consider in software development [Curtis et al., 1988].
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Avison et al. [1999] note that “failure to include human factors may explain
some of the dissatisfaction with conventional information systems develop-
ment methodologies; they do not address real organizations”. In this section,
we discuss the role of human factors in software development. We consider
research on cognitive, conative, and affective aspects, and present some
fundamental theory on values. Finally, we discuss software development as
an experience.

2.4.1 The Role of Human Factors in Software Development

Previously in this chapter, we have shown a selection of important technical
concerns and managerial means to organise software development – address-
ing the product and process aspects. However, people remain the most
important factor. Based on more than sixty software development project
studies, Boehm [1981] concluded that the largest source of opportunity for
improving productivity can be found in personnel attributes and human
relations activities. In a study of several professional software development
teams, the use of production methods, such as software methodologies and
automated development tools, could not explain the variance in software
product quality or team performance [Sawyer and Guinan, 1998]. The same
study found that social processes, such as the level of informal coordination
and communication, intragroup conflict-solving ability, and the degree of
supportiveness among team members, can account for a quarter of the vari-
ation in product quality. Many studies have demonstrated that individual
abilities and social factors in teams are significant cost drivers for software
engineering projects, often exceeding all other factors [Boehm, 1981; Cock-
burn and Highsmith, 2001; DeMarco and Lister, 2013; Sawyer and Guinan,
1998].

Jacobson and Seidewitz [2014] suggests that software engineering is
a mixture of practices largely adapted from other disciplines: “project
management, design and blueprinting, process control, and so forth”. They
question whether the engineering paradigm makes sense at all. Sawyer
and Guinan [1998] find it paradoxical that software development teams
are brought together to create variability, while production methods are
used to reduce it, and that team-level social processes may predict team
performance better than production methods. They suggest that software
methodologies should be designed as socially-centred methodologies rather
than production-centred ones. Lean and Agile methods may be considered
attempts at taking such a perspective.

Improvements in social and human factors should yield large returns in
practical software development, but the research on such concerns remains
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fragmented [Warfield, 2010; Amrit et al., 2014] despite documented insights
into such factors from at least the late 1960s (see e.g. Rouanet and Gateau
[1967]). Throughout the history of software engineering, researchers and
practitioners alike have agreed that the software developers involved in
developing software are a key factor in determining project outcomes and
success (e.g., Weinberg [1971]; Brooks [1975]; Boehm [1981]; Sawyer and
Guinan [1998]; Cockburn and Highsmith [2001]; Feldt et al. [2008]; DeMarco
and Lister [2013]). However, the focus in software engineering has been
mainly technical. Glass [2002] found that most software engineering research
has tended to be “diverse in topic, narrow in research approach and method,
inwardly-focused from the viewpoint of reference discipline, and technically
focused (as opposed to behaviourally focused) in level of analysis”, and others
have made similar findings (e.g., Shaw [2003]; Sjøberg et al. [2005]; Zannier
et al. [2006]). Compared to the amount of technically-oriented studies,
there are relatively few studies that focus on the particular conditions of
professional software developers in their work [Wallgren and Hanse, 2007;
Feldt et al., 2008; Lenberg et al., 2014]. In a recent systematic literature
review, Lenberg et al. [2015] find that only a few human factors concepts
have been covered by existing research, and multiple levels of analysis are
seldom used in a single study.

One of the reasons that research on human aspects of software devel-
opment is still in its infancy may be that there is no generally accepted
framework to guide such research. Instead, researchers borrow from other
disciplines, such as psychology, social psychology, sociology, and economics,
to increase their methodological toolkit and enable access to research ques-
tions that are otherwise unreachable [Warfield, 2010]. However, Curtis [1984]
notes that one source of limitations for psychology of programming studies
stems from the difficulty of integrating “theory and data from the mixture
of paradigms borrowed from psychology”, and suggests that research should
focus on the cognitive science paradigm. An example of a study following
this suggestion is that of Hansen et al. [2012] which relates computational
models of the human mind to measurements of cognitive complexity in
systems.

Other researchers have also observed the need for multidisciplinary
research into software development. Herbsleb [2005] notes that computer
science is necessary but not sufficient for investigating many of the issues in
software engineering, and points to examples of cognitive and organisational
theories to complement it. Lenberg et al. [2014] propose that research on
human aspects in software development should use models and methods from
organisational psychology and behavioural economics to study “behavioral
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and social aspects of software engineering activities performed by individuals,
groups or organisations”. The unit of analysis in such studies can be on the
individual, group, or organisational level. They further propose that the
field should proceed by identifying relevant psychological constructs on each
level. The model is similar in many respects to the one proposed by Curtis
and Waltz [1990], with the exception that the latter is more fine-grained
and takes into account not only the individual, group, and organisation, but
also places these in an environmental context, such as a market or business
milieu. Lenberg et al. [2015] argue that the aspects group and organisation
should be broadly understood, to include different types of teams and other
task-focused groups, as well as loose organisations such as communities.

Amrit et al. [2014] note that many diverse concepts and theories are in-
cluded in the area of human factors, but that the most studied human factors
in software engineering research include coordination [Kraut and Streeter,
1995; Amrit and van Hillegersberg, 2008] and collaboration [Herbsleb and
Mockus, 2003a; Mockus et al., 2002; Amrit and van Hillegersberg, 2010] in
the development process, trust [Sabherwal, 1999], expert recommendation
[Cubranic et al., 2005], program comprehension [Brooks, 1983], knowledge
management [Rus and Lindvall, 2002; Espinosa et al., 2007], and culture
[Carmel and Agarwal, 2001]. Lenberg et al. [2015] find that in terms of
SWEBOK [Bourque and Fairley, 2014] knowledge areas, most human factors
publications concern software engineering professional practice, software en-
gineering management, software engineering economics, software engineering
models and methods, and software engineers themselves without connection
to a specific knowledge area. Amrit et al. [2014] further note that while
software engineering research has developed theories of its own which include
or address human factors, it can also be beneficial to borrow theories from
other disciplines. They argue that existing theories from the social and
behavioural sciences can inform the design of new empirical studies. Such
theories may contribute to the development of frameworks that can be useful
for organising existing concepts in the software engineering literature, or to
develop and evaluate knowledge claims, e.g. hypotheses. Also, borrowing
theories may increase the explanatory power of the theory because its con-
structs and propositions are better explained [Hannay et al., 2007; Sjøberg
et al., 2008].

In this thesis, we attempt to organise human factors in software engi-
neering into a framework that allows us to reason about how developers
experience the development activity. The overall frame of reference for
human factors in this thesis may be considered to be social psychology with
some additional material from related disciplines. The classical conceptu-
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alisation of the human mind as cognition (thinking, memory), conation
(motivation, volition), and affect (emotion, feelings, mood) is borrowed from
the philosophy of psychology, and is present in some form in all modern
individual psychology. Situating the individual human in a social context,
and the concept of human values, are applications of social psychology. The
concept of onboarding is borrowed from organisational psychology, which
may be considered closely related to social psychology. Human experience
can be considered the main focus of phenomenological psychology. By com-
bining these aspects, we obtain a theoretical lens for examining the main
research problem and the first research question. We view the product,
process, and people aspects of software development through this lens.

2.4.2 Cognitive Aspects

Cognition refers to mental processes involving knowledge, including attention,
remembering, and reasoning, and also to the content of the processes, such
as concepts and memories. The cognitive aspects of software engineering
are related to attention, memory, problem-solving, and decision-making.
Research exists on, e.g. skill [Bergersen et al., 2011; Bergersen and Gustafsson,
2011; Sudhakar et al., 2011], knowledge [Liang et al., 2007], competence [Hall
et al., 2007], and logical reasoning [Calikli and Bener, 2010]. Early work
in this area focused on programming language design and the process of
learning programming languages. Researchers examined how humans form
mental models of software code, and how these models relate to language,
semantics, and other information structures in the human mind [Hoc et al.,
1990]. However, even in early work, larger units of observation have been
considered, such as teams and organisations [Weinberg, 1971].

One important consideration is the cognitive aspects of software itself.
Wang and Patel [2009] argue that software has several inherent cognitive
constraints that may be considered fundamental. Software is intangible,
because it is an abstract rather than physical artefact. Similarly, artefacts
describing the process of software development are also intangible. Soft-
ware is complex because of its intricate internal and external connections,
which makes it difficult express or cognise as a whole. This includes the
complex relationships between the software and the internal and external
data on which it operates, the behaviour of the software when interacting
with inputs and outputs, and the complexity of its interactions with the
environment, such as other (software) systems and users. The indeterminacy
constraint means that a large portion of software behaviours and event
sequences are only determinable at run-time. Comprehending the space
of possible run-time sequences can be extremely difficult due to the large
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Table 2.2: Key knowledge concepts in the cognitive sciences. Adapted from
Robillard [1999].

Key Knowledge Concept Viewpoint

Procedural/Declarative Knowledge nature of content
Schema Knowledge internal structure
Proposition Formal knowledge representation
Chunking Representing unit of knowledge
Planning Managing knowledge structures

number of possibilities. Software is also highly diverse, with a multitude of
types, styles, architectures, behaviours, platforms, application domains, and
other variations, which multiply the requirements for knowledge for software
developers. Software is polymorphic in the sense that its design and devel-
opment are open-ended problems, where solutions and paths to solutions
are diverse, and demonstrating their optimality is hard. Thus weighing the
possible options is a difficult cognitive task. Wang and Patel [2009] further
argue that it is inherently difficult to express the architecture and behaviour
of a software system. Due to the inexplicit embodiment of software, new
notations, such as formal notations, diagrams, and programming languages,
are needed in order to make it possible and easier for humans to handle it.
Finally, the authors argue that while some quality aspects of software may be
quantified, unquantifiable quality measures still exist, such as design quality,
usability, and reliability. Wang and Patel [2009] argue that the productivity
of software developers is constrained by their cognitive apparatus, i.e., the
brain. Before software can be written, a representation must be generated in
the brain. Therefore, a cognitive metaphor for software development may be
closer to the actual nature of software development than a metaphor based
on manufacturing or production.

On the technical level, software development research and practice has
developed many concepts to manage the cognitive complexity of the develop-
ment activity, such as information hiding, modularity, and objects [Robillard,
1999]. These can be described in terms of cognitive processes and concepts
as shown in Table 2.2. Procedural knowledge is “know-how” which is acquired
in practice from interacting with the environment. Declarative knowledge
is based on facts regarding properties of objects, persons, and events, and
their relationships. Whereas procedural knowledge is often hard to commu-
nicate, declarative knowledge tends to be easy to communicate. Declarative
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knowledge can be episodic – related to sequences of events – or semantic –
related to a specific topic, such as the meaning of words and concepts.

The concept of knowledge schema arises from the assumption that knowl-
edge is stored in memory according to a predetermined structure. Such
schemas are collections of topical and episodic knowledge. The notion of
schema is important from a cognitive standpoint because it does not only
structure knowledge in memory, but also structures the acquisition of knowl-
edge so that a certain interpretation occurs while knowledge is being acquired.
Schemas are individual, but people may develop similar schemas due to, e.g.,
a shared cultural, professional, or educational background. Nevertheless,
schemas explain why individuals may think and reason differently even when
given the same information as a starting point.

A proposition is the smallest discrete unit of knowledge. Propositions
represent well-specified information, preserve the meaning but not the form
of a statement, and naturally support reasoning and inferences. In software
engineering, propositional knowledge is mainly applicable to well-defined
problems. As noted, software design problems are usually ill-structured,
or polymorphic [Wang and Patel, 2009], or at least a mixture of ill- and
well-defined problems [Robillard, 1999].

The human cognitive process can only handle a finite amount of informa-
tion at a time. The concept of chunks illustrates the limitation. Chunks are
general and independent of the information content being processed, and
are a measure of the unrelated knowledge that can be processed naturally.
With accumulated expertise, humans learn to handle increasingly large units
of information, which can eventually be processed as a single chunk, thus
making more efficient use of the available cognitive capacity. Robillard [1999]
mentions encapsulation, information hiding, modularisation, and abstraction,
as examples of software development approaches that deal with the chunking
phenomenon.

Finally, planning is a higher-order cognitive function that involves the in-
tegration of a large amount of information from many interrelated knowledge
domains. Plans are needed in order to overcome the limitations of working
memory. Plans organise knowledge according to various criteria and guide
the tasks to be done by the mind. Plans have a heuristic nature, guiding
mental activity towards the most promising options at any given time. They
optimise the use of memory by keeping only critical information directly
available and abstracting the rest. Plans enable a higher level of control than
what can be derived from the detailed activity being processed at present.
Expert plans have been shown to be hierarchical with multiple levels and
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explicit relationships between levels, based on basic schema recognition, and
internally well connected [Hoc, 1988].

Since so much of the software development activity is intangible and
exists only as a representation in the individual software developer’s mind,
a pertinent problem is how software developers communicate and share this
otherwise hidden information. Several studies have explored cognition in
team environments. Robillard et al. [1998] use coding of video sequences to
show that technical review meetings are composed of three types of cognitive
activities: review, synchronisation, and elaboration of alternative solutions.
They suggest that synchronisation enables meeting participants to ensure a
common representation of design solutions and evaluation criteria. Half of the
meeting time was spent on this activity, highlighting the difficulty of sharing
mental models. More generally, Misra and Akman [2014] explore cognitive
aspects of various types of meetings in the software development process,
ranging from meetings related to requirements and design to meetings related
to implementation, review, and testing. They propose a cognitive evaluation
model which can be used to support replacement of some meetings with
other tools and techniques.

Part of the cognitive difficulties in software development relates to the
diversity of knowledge that must be processed, and the complex interactions
with the environment that occur during development. Hazzan and Dubinsky
[2003] argue that software developers are required to “think on various levels
of abstraction”, moving between levels to consider both a global view of
the system being developed as well as a local, detailed view of its parts.
For example, a global view is needed to understand customer requirements,
while programming a specific program part requires a local view. Moving
across this spectrum of viewpoints is challenging: it is not always obvious to
developers when and how to shift the perspective.

Although cognitive factors have been widely studied, many open questions
remain. Apart from fundamental questions regarding, e.g., reading and
understanding source code, the interaction between cognitive factors and the
organisation of software development work has not been thoroughly explored
in the software engineering literature. For instance, it is not well known
how changes in the software development process interact with cognitive
processes on the individual level.

2.4.3 Conative Aspects

Conation refers to the mental process that activates or directs behaviour and
action [Hilgard, 1980]. Motivation is the conative construct that has received
by far the most attention in software engineering research. Motivation
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has been examined using case studies [Baddoo et al., 2006], by examining
differences between developers and project managers [Sharp et al., 2007], and
the research has been summarised by systematic literature reviews [Beecham
et al., 2008]. More recent work proceeds towards explanatory theories of
motivation [Franca et al., 2012b,a], and specific examinations of influence
factors on motivation among software engineers [Sach and Petre, 2012].
Other aspects of conation have been studied in connection with software
engineering education [Lingard and Berry, 2002] and under the heading
of commitment, although this construct is ambiguous and includes both
cognitive and affective aspects in addition to conative ones [Abrahamsson,
2001]. Despite the growing body of research on motivation in software
development, research results have so far been inconclusive regarding how
and by what software engineers are motivated, and what the benefits of
motivating them are [Beecham et al., 2008; Franca et al., 2011].

Motivation is an important factor in software development methodology
adoption. Riemenschneider et al. [2002] studied the adoption of a custom-
made software development methodology by more than one hundred software
developers in a large organisation. They examined how five models of
individual acceptance of information technology tools could explain the
variance in developers’ intentions to use the methodology. They found that
the prospects for successful deployment may be severely undermined if the
methodology is not perceived as useful by developers. They found that
methodology adoption intentions are driven by an organisational mandate,
by the compatibility between the methodology and how developers perform
their work, and by coworker and supervisor opinions towards using the
methodology. However, they emphasise that organisational mandate alone
is not sufficient for successful adoption, since although the method may have
long-term benefits for the organisation, it may have short-term negative
consequences for individuals. Also, compliance with subjective social norms
can prevent adoption of a methodology even though it may be useful and
compatible with existing work practices. This illustrates the importance of
conative factors in software development work, and shows that while these
factors have an outcome on the individual level, they are actually mediated
on the group level.

Work environments using an Agile software development approach have
been found in many studies to be particularly motivating for software de-
velopers (e.g., Syed-Abdullah et al. [2005]; Mannaro et al. [2004]; Melnik
and Maurer [2006]). However, other studies have found that this may de-
pend on high technical, social, and communication skills (e.g., Coram and
Bohner [2005]; Highsmith [2001]). Work environments using one approach
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may be difficult and demotivating for developers who are used to a dif-
ferent approach. For example, Beecham et al. [2007] found that eXtreme
Programming (XP) supported developers from a traditional, heavyweight de-
velopment environment in several ways, such as helping to track progress and
encouraging communication through visual display of story cards, regular
meetings, and the planning game. However, it was found to be at odds with
developers’ motivational needs in other ways. The difficulty of identifying
individual contributions among the highly collaborative activities can be
demotivating for developers wanting to demonstrate their performance in
the hope of promotion or career progression. Pair work can demotivate the
more passive person as the more dominant person may dictate the path for
development [Law and Charron, 2005]. This in turn may lead to a sense of
unfairness, as experience, education, skills, and seniority are not matched
by benefits gained from the organisation, such as salary, recognition, and
opportunity for achievement. Finally, XP may be perceived as repetitive,
with developers demotivated by lack of variety and eventual dependence on
pair work over individual work. While these observations were made on par-
ticular Agile methods, their relevance concerns more general human factors.
As Agile methodology is increasingly popular in the software industry, and
is used in many educational environments to teach students, demotivation
due to non-Agile aspects of development environments could become more
common.

Although motivation has received much interest in the software engineer-
ing research community, other conative factors have not been extensively
studied. Volition, intent, and impulse are examples of conative factors that
are not extensively researched in the this field. Furthermore, conative factors
have important connections to social settings; motivation and desire often
occur as a response to the social environment and are linked to affective
outcomes in the individual. Conative factors are thus an important part
both of what goals are set in software projects and how software developers
experience their work.

2.4.4 Affective Aspects

Affect is often used in psychology as the most general term for the emo-
tion domain. It can refer to the entire cascade of cognitive, neurological,
physiological, motivational, and behavioural components, as well as the
feeling component. Affect and cognition are sometimes considered to be
distinct and competing processes [Isen, 2004]. However, rational thinking
does not preclude feelings, and while it is possible to give too much weight
to feelings in decision-making, it is also possible to do the opposite. Affect,
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cognition, and motivation occur together and influence each other [Isen,
2004]. Many studies have shown that especially positive affect may improve
the decision-making process by enabling people to take more factors into
account and to integrate them while making decisions (e.g., Estrada et al.
[1997]; Isen et al. [1991]; Isen [2004]). Mild positive affect has been found to
promote intrinsic motivation and to lead to more enjoyment of an activity
without negative impact on work behaviour [Isen and Reeve, 2005], and to
pro-social behaviour and flexibility in social perception [Isen, 2004].

Developers have been shown to experience several emotions in their
work, and these emotions have been shown to change over time [Shaw, 2004].
Programming tasks such as debugging can be influenced by moods [Khan
et al., 2011]. Enthusiasm [Wrobel, 2013], and emotional valence and dom-
inance [Graziotin et al., 2013, 2014a,b,c], can have a positive effect on
performance. Frustration is a risk factor with possible negative influence
for performance [Wrobel, 2013]. Affect is sometimes discussed or implied in
research on cultural aspects of software development. Hertzum et al. [2007]
suggest that developers may experience frustrating systems differently than
users, and that culture plays a role in how people perceive the concept of
usability.

Software development work includes many sources of both positive and
negative affect. As with the conative factors, there is a relative shortage
of software engineering research addressing affective factors directly. Part
of the difficulty lies in explaining what consequences affects may have in
software development work, why they are unavoidable, and in suggesting
what to do about them. Among the first steps is therefore to clarify their
role for development.

2.4.5 Values

Values are deeply rooted, abstract motivations that guide, justify, or explain
attitudes, norms, opinions, and actions [Schwartz, 1992]. They prime at-
titudes and guide the selection of behaviours and events [Rokeach, 1973;
Feather, 1996; Schwartz and Bilsky, 1990, 1987]. They can be seen as aris-
ing from universal requirements for human existence, individual biological
needs, the preconditions for coordinated social action, and the survival and
welfare needs of groups [Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987, 1990]. Since values
can guide the selection of behaviours and evaluation of events [Schwartz
and Bilsky, 1987], they impact organisational outcomes [Weeks and Kahle,
1990], business ethics [Feather, 1995; Mumford et al., 2003], and managerial
behaviour [Smith et al., 2002].
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Values are an example of a social psychological construct where cognition,
conation, affect, and sociocultural processes are integrated. Values comprise
concepts or beliefs that serve as standards for desirable end-states or be-
haviours. They are deeply linked to affect and the self-concept [Rokeach,
1973]: when a value is activated, a corresponding feeling also occurs. Val-
ues are thus an important component in motivation [Rokeach, 1979], and
influence performance and overall work experience. Values do not focus
on specific objects or situations [Rokeach, 1973, 1979], but rather explain
behavioural patterns over longer periods of time rather than behaviour in
specific situations [Bond et al., 1992]. However, values have practical conse-
quences in many everyday situations. They are the most abstract type of
social cognition used to guide general responses to classes of stimuli [Kahle,
1996].

In Section 2.2.3, we discussed how Lean-Agile software development
rests on a foundation of values. Such underlying assumptions may become
visible in practical software development in different ways. Values are
among the soft factors influencing software development teams [Sudhakar
et al., 2011]. Incompatible personal values can lead to conflict and lower
performance [Liang et al., 2007]. In this thesis, we contribute to the body of
knowledge regarding values in Lean-Agile software development by addressing
a specific research question on the matter.

2.4.6 Experiencing Software Development

There are many fundamental works and theories that attempt to concep-
tualise and explain the nature of “experience”. Many of them originate in
philosophy or psychology. User experience (UX) is a sub-field of human-
computer interaction that considers the experience of users as they interact
with a system or product [Hassenzahl, 2004; Roto et al., 2011]. However,
experiencing software development occurs in the context of development
rather than the context of use, and so UX cannot be applied as such to
all aspects of the context of development. This thesis aims to provide a
theoretical framework of developer experience that addresses this problem.

Floyd [1992] considers software development as reality construction: a
social cognitive process in which individuals interact to perform a particular
kind of design activity where a problem area is grasped and an “appropriate
solution worked out and fitted into human activities of meaning [Floyd, 1992,
p. 87]. From the perspective of cognition, this highlights the social-cognitive
aspect of software development and the nature of constructing the reality in
which the tasks of software development should be performed.
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Forlizzi and Ford [2000] distinguish between three types of experience.
First, experience is a “constant stream that happens during moments of
consciousness”. It is internal to the person and becomes manifest in the
form of self-talk. Second, an experience requires consciousness combined
with the external world as a source of influences. A certain set of influences
combine into an entity describing an episode of life with a beginning and an
end – an experience. Third, experiences as stories refer to externalisation of
experiences as narrated stories. Stories are narrative vehicles that condense
experiences and help people remember them. Stories communicate experi-
ences and allow us to share them with others. Forlizzi and Battarbee [2004]
continue the conceptualisation of social experience and add co-experience
to the list of experience types. Co-experiences are episodes which are ex-
perienced together with other people and where the social context is an
important part of the experience.

McCarthy and Wright [2004] base their UX framework on a constructivist
stance: “people actively construct or make sense of experience – reflexively
and recursively – in a way that seems to fold back into the experience
itself”. This framework is descriptive. In contrast, Hassenzahl’s [2004]
outcome-centric model of UX aims to guide actual design. In this model,
product character is a combination of features, particular and unique to a
certain product, that summarise the product’s attributes, reduce cognitive
complexity for the user, and provides affordances that allow the user to form
possible strategies of how to further interact with the product. These product
characteristics have both pragmatic and hedonic attributes. Designing a
product character involves deliberately combining product features and
communicating the intended character to users before and during product
use. For the user, experience of product character becomes apparent through
interaction.

An important insight from Hassenzahl’s work is that the intended product
character is not the same as the experienced product character. There
is no guarantee that users will perceive and appreciate the product in
the way the designers intended. This has potential implications for the
design of software development methods and environments: the experienced
character of a method or environment is probably not the same as the
intended character. Developers will experience them differently from what
designers have intended. Therefore, it is important to ask how developers
experience their work, and what value they see in a method or environment.
This may answer questions about the degree to which people should be
made to adapt to a process or vice versa. Kroeger et al. [2014] suggest a
model of quality for software engineering processes. The model suggests
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that practitioners perceive four quality attributes: suitability, usability,
manageability, and evolvability. The judgements are influenced by key
properties related to the semantic content, structure, representation, and
enactment of the process. The model indicates that the attributes correspond
to particular organisational perspectives. The differing views may explain
role-based conflicts in the judgement of process quality.

Furthermore, methods and environments should consider affordances
that invite developers to perform in the desired manner – e.g. to calibrate
their emphasis on quality and productivity according to current project
needs. This is echoed by research: for example, Conradi and Fuggetta [2002]
observes that “software work, like other design work, is not like mechanised
or disciplined manufacture” and that “it has a strong creative component
involving human and social interaction that cannot be totally preplanned
in a standardised and detailed process model.” Discipline and creativity
must be balanced in software development [Glass, 2006]. Dogan et al.
[2011] note that in order to adequately address human factors in system of
systems development, processes should allow individuals at lower levels of
an organisation to act while also sustaining control and coordination. Means
should exist to give individuals responsibility and authority beyond the
standard operating procedures and against social and organisational norms
and conventions. These are among the prerequisites for both innovation and
satisfaction in the workplace.

While UX focuses on the product in order to influence how it is experi-
enced, a particular question for designing experiences for software developers
is how to conceptualise the value of experience itself. Csikszentmihalyi [1990]
defines the concept of flow, which is an optimal experience. Flow occurs
when a person’s perceived skill is in balance with the perceived challenge
of a task. Such an experience is inherently gratifying and self-motivating.
Characteristics of flow experiences include intense concentration, merging
of action and awareness, absence of reflective self-consciousness, and loss of
sense of time. Flow can occur in daily tasks just as well as in creative work.
From this perspective, a good software development method or environ-
ment includes affordances that help balance perceived skills and challenges,
increasing the likelihood of optimal experiences.
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Chapter 3

Research Design

Creswell [2009] considers a research design as an overarching framework that
guides the research in all aspects of a study, from the philosophical ideas
behind the inquiry to the detailed data collection and analysis procedures.
The purpose of a design is not only to guide the researcher, but also to
enable the audience to understand and evaluate the research and its results.
The design involves the intersection of philosophy, strategies of inquiry, and
specific methods. This chapter details the research design of this thesis
following Creswell’s framework and terminology.

3.1 Elements of Research Design

Detailing a research design is important for several reasons. A research
design is a plan or proposal to conduct research. An explicit design allows
the researcher to situate the research in the proper scientific context. This in
turn helps readers to understand the underlying assumptions and limitations
of the research, its goals, and its results [Creswell, 2009]. Creswell details
three framework elements that constitute a research design:

• Its philosophical worldview, which states the assumptions about what
constitutes knowledge claims.

• Its strategies of inquiry, which are the general procedures of research.

• Its research methods, which are the detailed procedures of data collec-
tion, data analysis, and writing.

In the following subsections, we briefly describe the three elements.

45
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3.1.1 Philosophical Worldview

The philosophical worldview of a research design consists of claims about
what knowledge is (ontology), how we know it (epistemology), what values
are related to it (axiology), how it is expressed in written form (rhetoric), and
what processes are used to study it (methodology) [Creswell, 2009]. These
knowledge claims include researchers’ assumptions about how and what they
will learn during their inquiry: the paradigm within which the researcher
operates. Creswell discusses four schools of knowledge: postpositivism,
constructivism, advocacy/participatory, and pragmatism.

Postpositivism refers to a deterministic viewpoint in which causes deter-
mine effects with some probability. Its ontology is that of critical realism:
objective reality exists, but humans can never reach certain knowledge re-
garding it. Postpositivist epistemology states that researchers should strive
for objectivity, but can only reach results that are true with some given
probability. Researchers should strive to refine claims or abandon them
in the face of contradictory evidence. Postpositivist methods tend to be
quantitative and deal with measurement and numbers.

Constructivism refers to a viewpoint where the researcher relies as much
as possible on the participants’ views of the phenomenon under study and
attempts to uncover the meaning constructed by participants. The researcher
also takes part in constructing the meaning. Constructivist ontology is
that of relativism: all truth is constructed by humans and situated within
history and a social context. Multiple meanings may exist. Constructivist
epistemology states that researcher and participants are linked, constructing
meaning together. Constructivist methods are generally qualitative.

Advocacy/participatory research contains an action agenda which aims
to change the lives of the participants within their context of work or life,
and the life of the researcher. A variety of ontological viewpoints can be
included. The distinction between researcher and researched is blurred; the
researcher participates in the lives of the latter. Advocacy/participatory
research may use any methods that are appropriate for accomplishing the
action agenda.

Pragmatism is concerned with solving problems through action. Prag-
matist ontology is varied, but the emphasis is less on what “truth” is and
more on “what works at the time”. Knowledge claims arise through actions,
situations, and consequences rather than antecedent conditions. Pragmatist
epistemology accepts many different viewpoints and works to reconcile them,
but does not aim for consensus but rather for a solution of the problem at
hand. Pragmatist research may use any methods which are appropriate for
solving things in practice.
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3.1.2 Strategies of Inquiry

Strategies of inquiry refer to general procedures of research [Creswell, 2009].
These are often expressed on a continuum ranging from quantitative to
qualitative, but mixed methods are also possible. Examples of quantitative
research strategies include controlled experiments, quasi-controlled experi-
ments, correlational studies, factorial designs, and structural equation models.
In qualitative research, some well-known strategies are Grounded Theory,
ethnography, phenomenological research, narrative research, and case study
research. Mixed methods approaches include strategies for combining both
quantitative and qualitative data and embedding one in the other.

Some overarching research procedures provide reasoned solutions that
may be considered as templates for strategies of inquiry. They may include
specific instructions for all or most steps of the research process. Examples
can be found in case study research [Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009; Runeson
et al., 2012], action research [Susman and Evered, 1978; Avison et al., 1999;
Stringer, 2014], and design science research [Hevner et al., 2004; van Aken,
2004]. These overarching procedures may include qualitative, quantitative,
and mixed methods approaches but may also include a particular logic that
guides and structures the inquiry in other ways, such as in the development
of research questions, identification of the unit of analysis, or generalisation
of results.

3.1.3 Research Methods

Research methods are the detailed procedures of data collection, data analy-
sis, and writing [Creswell, 2009]. Data may be collected through different
kinds of measurements, ranging from direct measurement of observable quan-
tities to indirect and possibly subjective questionnaire-based approaches.
Data may also be gathered in the field by direct observation without pre-
defined questions, or through interviews with different degrees of structure
and open-endedness. Data analysis methods depend on the type of data
gathered and the type of inferences that the researcher is seeking.

3.2 Description of Research Design

This thesis utilises a mixed-methods design consisting of individual case
studies, some of which are qualitative and others which are quantitative. The
design is an exploratory sequential design, with the qualitative parts occur-
ring towards the beginning of the design, and quantitative parts, investigating
more specific aspects, occurring towards the end of the design [Creswell,
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Figure 3.1: Idealised exploratory sequential design. Adapted from Creswell
[2009].

2009]. The emphasis is on the qualitative part, and the quantitative part
provides additional detail. The final outcome of the research is an analysis
of the entire set of findings, and an interpretation of the quantitative parts
in light of the qualitative findings. Figure 3.1 shows an idealised exploratory
sequential design, while Figure 3.2 shows the design as carried out in this
thesis. In this section, we detail the aims and objectives, philosophical
worldview, strategies of inquiry, research methods, and research setting of
the study.

3.2.1 Aims and Objectives

This thesis aims to advance the empirical knowledge of how software devel-
opers experience the activity of developing software. The thesis approaches
the problem area with the assumption that software development is an
intellectual, social activity in which experience is constructed within and
between individuals and is influenced by a multitude of factors that stem
from the practice of software development, such as processes, methods, tools,
and issues related to organisations and markets. The thesis is exploratory
in the sense that it aims to increase the understanding of the phenomenon
of interest, but does not begin from a precise problem statement or hy-
pothesis. Its scope is limited to theory generation. Theory testing in the
sense of performing statistical tests or controlled experiments, or statistical
generalisation to a population at large, are not the primary aims of the
thesis, although some of the articles include an element of causal research
design. The research questions were introduced in Chapter 1 along with
more detailed motivations.

3.2.2 Philosophical Worldview

Traditionally, empirical software engineering has been inspired by the post-
positivism of the physical sciences (c.f. Humphrey [1989]; Basili [1996];
Rombach [2011]). The aim is to conduct experiments which codify the
relationship between variables into universal or at least contextually valid
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laws. While this thesis does not seek to develop such laws, it does consider
the object of study to be the external world, not the researcher’s personal
experience. The researcher must thus turn outward and base the research
on observation of different kinds rather than rely on a purely analytical ap-
proach – in this sense, the thesis is situated in the field of empirical software
engineering research. However, a large part of the phenomena under study
in this thesis are not available for immediate observation in the physical
world. Many of the antecedents or reasons for observed outcomes are present
in the minds of individual actors, and many are socially constructed by the
participating actors. Each participant has a “local reality” – a personal,
subjective understanding of the meaning of events and actions.

This thesis places emphasis on understanding the individual and socially
shared meanings that govern interpretation of events and choice of actions.
Thus the main contributions of this thesis can be considered as constructivist
knowledge claims, and the focus of the thesis is theory generation rather
than verification, as would be the case in a purely postpositivist study. That
said, the thesis also aims to take a pragmatic approach to theory: the theory
is problem-centred and heavily grounded in real-world practice. Here, the
criteria for successful theory is its ability to abstract from individual cases
into more general knowledge which is still relevant for practice.

3.2.3 Strategies of Inquiry

The overall strategy for this thesis is a sequential exploratory mixed-methods
design, in which a qualitative part is followed by a subordinate, detailing
quantitative part [Creswell, 2009]. The mixing point occurs last and is
reported in this thesis as the final analysis of the findings in the article
set. Articles I and II use a purely qualitative approach while Articles III–V
use a quantitative approach. Article II utilises case study methodology
with multiple cases. Case studies aim to investigate phenomena in their
context [Runeson and Höst, 2009; Runeson et al., 2012]. They are suitable
for exploratory and explanatory research questions [Yin, 2009]. Case studies
can be used to inductively build theory in many different ways [Eisenhardt,
1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007]. The remaining articles focus on
gaining more detail on selected findings from Article II. Article III uses a
quantitative survey approach, while Articles IV and V can be considered
quantitative multiple-case studies that observe a practical intervention.
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3.2.4 Research Methods

As stated above, both qualitative and quantitative research methods are
used in this thesis. In Article I, an initial framework is developed to
conceptualise developer experience on the individual level. The article uses
existing literature as well as the authors’ experience to transfer the notion
of user experience to developers and software processes. The method can
be characterised as qualitative. Article II uses an exploratory, embedded
multiple-case design with a qualitative Grounded Theory method in which the
questions of interest and data collection are guided by the initial framework
developed in Article I. A rich set of data collected through interviews with
professional software developers is analysed. Based on the findings from
Article II, Article III uses a survey design with descriptive and inductive
statistical techniques. The article uses a quantitative data set with survey
responses collected from professional software developers. Articles IV and V
are based on a multiple-case design with quantitative analysis of a specific
intervention. As part of an educational program, onboarding support, with
mentoring as a major component, is used to help student developers enter
existing Open Source projects. Their progression is followed quantitatively
by collecting a data set of activity metrics which is then compared against a
data set representing developers who did not receive systematic onboarding
support.

3.2.5 Research Setting

The research reported in this thesis has been conducted in two different
settings. The first can be broadly characterised as commercial companies
whose products or services are software or software-intensive. In Article
II, the setting consists of five Finnish companies utilising Lean and Agile
software development methods. In Article III, the setting is similar but
includes research participants from a different set of companies and also
includes participants from companies which are not located in Finland. The
articles describe the samples in detail.

The second setting consists of Open Source Software projects. These
projects are highly distributed, have participants from multiple geographical
locations, and utilise virtual teams. In this thesis, they are used to represent
a modern form of distributed and global software development, with a very
lightweight structure – they generally do not use defined or documented
processes but rather rely almost exclusively on self-organisation and project-
specific cultural norms for coordinating work, as well as tool support which
automate certain parts of development and may thus be considered a type
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of process automation. Articles IV and V include more detailed descriptions
of the projects. It should be noted that in this environment, participants
range from novices, such as students, to very advanced developers. The
diversity of participants may be considered to be larger than in Articles II
and III. The relationships between research settings and articles are shown
in Figure 3.2.
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Chapter 4

Software Developer Experience

As software development is an inherently human activity, it can be conceptu-
alised in terms of how a human – the software developer – experiences it. An
analogy can be made between software developers experiencing the activity
of developing software and users experiencing the activity of using software
[Article I]. However, there are important differences between the context of
software use and the context of software development. The analogy between
user and developer experience must be understood as a metaphorical vehicle
for intuition rather than a direct mapping. In order to understand developer
experience, the construct must be examined in its proper context. In this
chapter, we present the results of Articles I–V, answer the research questions
posed in this thesis, and summarise the answers as a theoretical framework
that addresses the main research problem. The sections of this chapter
provide elaborate answers to each question. Table 4.1 provides condensed,
summarised answers and acts as an index to the longer answers in the
remainder of this chapter.

4.1 Concept and Definition

We address RQ 1 through Articles I and II. Article I reports on an analysis
and definition of the developer experience concept, while Article II reports
on a study to deepen and elaborate the concept based on interviews with
professional developers. The aim of our conceptualisation is to abstract from
the large number of human factors variables that play a role in software
development, and to create an intuitive model that can be used to draw
attention to and reason about how developers experience software develop-
ment in different situations [Article I]. The conceptual framework is used to
focus the inquiry on the developer perspective. The experience in developers’
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Table 4.1: Answers to the research questions and contribution to research
problem (RP).

Answer Details in Section

RQ1 Developer experience can be conceptualised as a
combination of cognitive, affective, and conative
mental processes that interact with the social and
technical environment. See Figure 4.1.

4.1

RQ2 Developers experience team performance in Lean-
Agile environments as a continuous process of ne-
gotiation on all levels of an organisation. See Fig-
ure 4.2.

4.2

RQ3 Developers experience the Lean-Agile value system
as consisting of 11 value dimensions. See Table 4.3.

4.3

RQ4 Developers in Open Source projects can be sup-
ported through an onboarding process with men-
toring by experienced members of the project’s
developer community.

4.4

RP Developer Experience Theoretical Framework. See
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4.

4.5

minds is based on perceptions of an inner dialogue and interactions between
themselves, other people, and artefacts. The processing of that stream
of perceptions forms an experience. The findings of Articles I and II are
summarised in Figure 4.1.

In Article I, we argue that the creation of software can be considered an
experience in itself. Methods that govern the creation of software has an
impact not only on the end goal, but also on the experience of individual
developers engaged in the development activity. Developer experience is
situated in the mind of individual developers. Following a classical division of
the mind, its three faculties are cognition (attention, memory, producing and
understanding language, problem-solving, decision-making), affect (emotion,
feelings, mood), and conation (impulse, desire, volition, motivation, striving).
Thus developer experience forms through an interaction between cognitive,
affective, and conative factors.

We also emphasise that the social environment is an important aspect of
developer experience [Article I]. The human mind is capable of processing
social information, as evidenced both by research on externally observable
social behaviour and research on responses to social stimuli in the brain
(e.g. Gallese et al. [2004]). We further elaborate this aspect in Article II:
software developer experience rests on basic social psychological mechanisms,
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Figure 4.1: The Developer Experience Concept. (Adapted from Articles I
and II.)

such as beliefs, norms, values, and group dynamic mechanisms such as
group formation and identity. Developers have local theories and beliefs
regarding how their work influences team and organisational performance.
They reason about performance on all levels: in terms of individuals, teams,
organisations, the marketplace, and also in terms of customers, such as
satisfying customer wishes and needs. Processing social information is part
of software development work.

Evidently, software development involves an environment full of technical
artefacts. Programming languages, code written in those languages, tools to
write code, plans and diagrams, and processes and methods to organise the
software development activity over time, are all examples of such technical
artefacts. Developer experience consists of interactions with all kinds of
artefacts and activities that a developer may encounter as part of their
involvement in software development [Article I]. Artefacts and activities
are represented in the mind, and experience arises when the mind interacts
with the internal representations as well as with the external environment.
Each artefact can be experienced as such, but since software development in
the large is a group endeavour, many of the environmental interactions are
interpersonal, or social, in nature. Some social interactions may be mediated
through technology, such as in the case of an online meeting, while some
interactions may use the technological artefacts as shared objects that are
the topic of the interaction, such as when developers point to a UML diagram
when discussing how to implement a particular part of an architecture.
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4.2 Experiencing Team Performance in Lean-Agile
Software Development Environments

We address RQ 2 through Articles I and II. We provide the initial frame to
focus the inquiry on developer experience in Article I. We use the conceptual
framework in Article II, but also modify it based on empirical observation,
as discussed in the previous section. In the article, we analyse developer
experience in a specific kind of software development environment – Lean-
Agile software development. The starting point of the inquiry is the notion
of performance in software development teams. As software development
organisations seek to improve their overall performance, they implement
methods and processes which they believe will influence performance. In this
thesis, it is of particular interest to understand how developers experience the
continual striving for performance in Lean and Agile environments. The main
result of the article is a rich, grounded theory that describes how developers
experience the pursuit of high performance in software development teams.

4.2.1 Performance Alignment Work

Despite long-ranging attempts at defining and measuring performance, the
concept remains elusive in the companies we studied [Article II]. It may be
easy to define performance on a very high level, but understanding what
it means in concrete terms is difficult. For developers, the elusiveness of
the performance concept may be a kind of disturbance for developer experi-
ence. Developers have limited possibilities to influence overall performance,
creating a conflicted situation that they must solve.

The study reported in Article II show that developers are involved
in defining the meaning of performance through a continuous negotiation
process with stakeholders. They discover, shape, and define performance
for each situation. This process, which we call Performance Alignment
Work, consists of becoming aware of performance concerns (Performance
Awareness), defining whether current results match the desirable level of
performance (Interpreting Performance), and adapting performance to the
current understanding of desirable performance (Performance Adaptation)
(see Figure 4.2).

Performance Awareness includes the level of self- or other-orientation
in subjects’ perception of performance – in other words, to what extent an
individual is aware of performance on the individual, team, unit, organisa-
tion, and market levels [Article II]. Interpreting Performance describes the
desirable level of performance: meeting or exceeding predefined objectives,
or transcending them by becoming an active participant in their definition
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Figure 4.2: Performance Alignment Work is a continuous process in which
people work to negotiate the meaning of performance in different situations
and adapt their performance to changing conditions. Several factors can
facilitate or disrupt this work. High-performing teams engage actively in
Performance Alignment Work and are particularly good at it, resulting in
superior performance. [Article II]

and assessment. Performance Adaptation refers to the attitude towards
adapting to change in general, and to the means of adaptation which software
developers have at their disposal. Several factors can facilitate and disrupt
Performance Alignment Work (Performance Facilitators and Disruptors).
Performance Disruptors can be categorised into continuous and single events,
while Performance Facilitators can be divided into concrete, organisational
factors, and soft, environmental factors.

High-performing teams reach high levels of performance because they
engage actively in Performance Alignment Work and are particularly good
at it [Article II]. High-performing teams are considered high-performing
because they influence the criteria by which they are judged. Developers
perceive high-performing teams in terms of group processes that link skilled
and motivated developers to a powerful team identity. High-performing
teams consider their possibilities to perform best when they are allowed free
access to all stakeholders. This description of a high-performing team differs
from the notion of a team which meets or exceeds predefined goals. A team
which performs highly in terms of the Performance Alignment Work theory is
proactive not only with respect to a predefined goal, but with the definition
of the goal itself, and with contributing to alignment of several parts of
the organisation to support actions that create value. This is also often
what is actually desired: software developers who can think for themselves,
can contribute their expertise when project and organisational goals are
set, and can proactively alter the goals when circumstances change or new
information becomes available.
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4.2.2 The Individual and the Organisation

The particular traits of different organisations may have an impact on devel-
oper experience. We compared the findings between organisations through
a cross-case analysis, which illustrates how similarities and differences in
organisations can cause differences in developer experience [Article II]. We
found differences and similarities in experiences within companies of differ-
ent types, sizes, fields of industry, and degrees of globalisation [Article II].
We found that all developers in all companies displayed a common set of
experiences regarding performance.

Performance was a more ambiguous concept in larger organisations
[Article II]. With larger organisational size, it appears to be more difficult
for developers to understand how their work fits into the systemic level,
and to understand what expectations come with their job role. In larger
organisations, concerns regarding planning of work – how goals should be
set and pursued – were more common. In larger organisations, performance
facilitators were more complex, and the larger social structures changed the
importance of many factors.

Our findings indicate that although developers’ experience of performance
varies with the size and type of organisation, a common core experience
exists within all organisations [Article II]. The largest differences in how
developers experienced performance alignment in differently sized companies
were related to how they became aware of performance-related concerns. The
common core experience consists of a number of items, shown in Table 4.2.

4.3 Experiencing the Lean-Agile Value System

We address RQ 3 through Articles I, II, and III. We provide the conceptual
frame for examining values among software developers in Article I, and
present qualitative findings regarding the role of values in everyday software
development work in Article II. In Article III, we report on a study that
analyses the structure of Lean-Agile values among software developers using
a survey approach. The article describes how values underpin the Lean-Agile
approach and presents a Lean-Agile value structure with 11 dimensions.

Lean-Agile methodology is usually adopted with the specific purpose of
improving some or several aspects of performance. However, the style of
continuous development and adaptation to changing circumstances mean
that performance is not a simple concept in such environments [Article II].
We found that values are an important aspect of how developers experience
Lean-Agile software development, but also that values may present a chal-
lenge for developers. In situations where Lean-Agile methodology leaves
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Table 4.2: Categories of core experiences related to team performance in a
Lean-Agile environment. Each part is sorted by prevalence in the interview
material. (Adapted from Article II.)

Degree of support Core experience category

Strong support regardless of
organisational size

Need for communication
Improving the process
Team setup
Organisational learning
Organisational support
Ways to see success
Reward
Team identity
Adapting to change
Learning from failures

Support in medium and larger
companies

Re-organisation
Tools
Decision power
Facilitating communication
Planning of work
Seeing the big picture
Collaboration and cooperation
Personal development
Understanding job roles
Goal setting
Social skills
Control of my own work
Intrinsic motivation to perform
Prioritisation
Testing
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things unspecified in order to gain flexibility and encourage context-specific
solutions, the values underlying the methodology should give developers the
means to derive a consistent and effective solution [Article III]. However,
difficulties may arise in case individuals interpret the underlying values
differently. When methods leave room for flexibility, they come to rely
increasingly on developers themselves to find solutions to problems as they
arise in everyday work. This means that the methods ultimately rely on
psychological and social psychological mechanisms – human relationships –
for solving ambiguities arising in specific situations due to method flexibility.

The development philosophy in Lean-Agile can be understood in different
ways, leading to different interpretations of performance and different notions
of what concrete actions (behaviour) should be taken [Article II]. Developers
interpret Lean-Agile as meaning decision power should be within teams. The
notion of self-organisation means that decision power should be close to those
performing the work. They perceive the spirit of continuous performance
improvement to be central to the Lean-Agile approach. They believe that
deviation from documented processes, procedures, and methods is often
warranted in certain situations and they believe that such deviation is and
should be encouraged based on Lean-Agile values. However, developers may
confuse external change – e.g. a change in the marketplace – that must be
responded to, with the goals and ideals of the approach – e.g. being open
to change. Instead of detecting and dealing with actual change, they may
begin to generate change themselves even where it is not needed, because the
methodology primes them to focus on and expect it, and they lack concepts
and vocabulary to process and discuss the underlying values.

The ambiguity of the Lean-Agile approach can be seen in how developers
describe processes. Developers can see processes as reusable procedures
which reliably produce a certain output [Article II]. They can see processes
as decision-making tools which avoid human error and bias. But they can
also see processes as something that needs to be tailored for very specific,
context-dependent use: teams should own (select, create, and maintain)
their own processes. However, since teams often need to interact, some way
of making the processes work together is needed. Our findings indicate that
developers perceive an underlying value system that Lean-Agile processes
are built on. Such a value system gives criteria for prioritisation and decision-
making, and thus forms a common foundation on which to build compatible
processes and for treating processes as ephemeral, changing objects.
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4.3.1 Lean-Agile Value Dimensions

We found a structure of Lean-Agile values among software developers consist-
ing of 11 dimensions (see Table 4.3) [Article III]. Some of these dimensions
are consistent with what could be assumed by examining some basic lit-
erature on Lean-Agile methodology, while some are less obvious. Valuing
Reliance on People is perhaps the most obvious value to emerge, as it is
so central to Agile software development and mentioned as the first value
statement in the Agile Manifesto. However, some of the other dimensions are
less obvious. Valuing a Narrow Work Focus emerged as a value characterised
by the opinion that software developers should be highly specialised on
technical work and not deal with work management or process issues, or
with stakeholders such as users. This can be seen as contrary to the ideals
of self-organisation, process ownership, continuous self-improvement, and
inclusion of the customer, which are often emphasised in the Lean-Agile
literature. At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that a high degree of
special knowledge and a strict focus on technical work will lead to desirable
results, such as timely delivery of high-quality code.

Valuing Planning and Preparation is characterised by a preference for
preparation and planning before work starts. While a long-term perspective
on quality and preference for slow and thorough decision-making are present
in Lean thinking, this value can be seen as conflicting with the Agile notion
of reactivity, responding to changes, and basing work on fast feedback cycles
with an in-progress software artefact. Valuing the Freedom to Organise
concerns self-organisation and responsiveness. This value emphasises the
view that individuals and teams should be allowed to organise themselves
freely and choose the manner in which they carry out their work.

The remaining values found concern cooperation, a sense of purpose,
and a broad involvement of stakeholders [Article III]. Our findings demon-
strate that Lean-Agile software development methodologies are linked to a
professional and organisational culture. Values are a central aspect of how
developers experience software development methods and methodologies,
particularly Lean and Agile approaches which are explicitly based on values.
Developers experience Lean-Agile values as consisting of a mixture of human
aspects on individual and group levels, concerns regarding process adherence
and flexibility, and notions of what is essential to meaningful work. Lean-
Agile values cover software development work as a whole, not only specific
sub-areas.
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Table 4.3: Lean-Agile value dimensions found in Article III.

Lean-Agile Value
Dimension

Descriptive Summary

Adherance to the
Process

Processes should be strictly followed.

Broad Stakeholder
Involvement

Software developers should involve the customer to co-create soft-
ware.

Collaboration Software developers should work together in close collaboration.
Discipline Software developers should have discipline but discipline does not

mean lack of responsiveness to change.
Flexibility in Task
Execution and
Leadership

Software developers should be freely working on many tasks, switch-
ing around at will; experts should have the authority to decide.

Freedom to
Organise

Software developers should have the freedom to learn and organise
their work themselves, from tools to architectures to team organisa-
tion to choice of tasks.

Narrow Work
Focus

Software developers should focus on their technical work and not
deal with stakeholders or management of work.

Planning and
Preparation

Software developers should plan and prepare before work starts.

Predictability and
Justification

Software developers should base action on evidence and observation
rather than prescribed rules or unjustified orders.

Reliance on People Software developers should be responsive to people, and know con-
tractual obligations; planning a software project is impossible (in-
strumental value, aiming to increase performance, not necessarily
to improve well-being).

Sense of Purpose Software developers should know the purpose of their own work and
its role for an end goal.
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4.3.2 Relationship to Universal Human Values and Person-
ality

A pertinent question is whether the value dimensions found in Article III
are a reflection of a larger value structure, such as national values. When
comparing the value structure against Schwartz’s model of universal human
values [Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987], we found that Lean-Agile values were
more specific and detailed, and there were more pronounced differences in
opinions regarding them among our study participants. These differences
concern a continuum ranging from high preferences for bureaucratic order to
people-orientation. Similarities between Lean-Agile values and the Schwartz
model lay on a continuum ranging from self-focus to other-focus. These
findings indicate that values are an important component of experiencing
Lean-Agile approaches and that the experience may differ between individuals
in terms of how the values are interpreted. We found that Lean-Agile values
are different from universal human values, suggesting that the Lean-Agile
value system is not a simple reflection of national culture although the latter
can be expected to be an important influence on work behaviour Schwartz
[1999].

We found that software developers can be placed on a value continuum
ranging from an open, inclusive, and self-enhancing view to more authori-
tative, plan-based, and conforming values, and that software development
approaches can be placed on a value continuum ranging from “bureaucratic”
to “people-oriented” [Article III]. Lean-Agile values can be placed on a
continuum ranging from a focus on the self, through a collective view, to
carefreeness and flexibility to the degree of giving up control.

Differences in Lean-Agile values are more pronounced compared to
universal human values when it comes to the bureaucratic–people-oriented
continuum [Article III]. This seems natural because Agile, and to some extent
Lean, have been coupled with a powerful “reactionary” message against the
waterfall style of software development. The rhetoric of Agile proponents
includes the claim that waterfall-type development is something that is
fundamentally incompatible with a people-orientation (c.f. Lawrence and
Rodriguez [2012]). For this reason, it appears reasonable that this particular
dimension is highly emphasised by developers as they may echo the sentiment
expressed by visible proponents.

We found other interesting relationships between universal human values
and Lean-Agile values [Article III]. A collective focus in universal values
was congruent with collaborative decision-making and benefiting the group.
A focus on hedonism in universal values was congruent with relinquishing
personal ambition and following a direction chosen by others. Self-focus
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in universal values was congruent with valuing individual decision-making,
control, and ambition. These similarities raise the question of whether
broader universal human values may to some extent be an underlying factor
that influences what an individual developer pays attention to in the Lean-
Agile value system.

When considering Lean-Agile values in relation to personality, the former
can be put on a continuum ranging from adherence to processes and roles, and
submission to leadership (discipline/obedience), to a more collaborative and
social approach to work (collaboration/equality) [Article III]. A preference for
social values in Lean-Agile had a weak connection to personality dimensions
Extroversion and Agreeableness. A preference for systematic, creative,
and organisational values in Lean-Agile had a weak link to Openness to
experience, Emotional stability, and Conscientiousness. A preference for
processes, roles, and leadership values in Lean-Agile did not seem connected
to personality. The results concerning personality, however, were only weakly
indicative.

4.4 Supporting Developers in Virtual Team Envi-
ronments

We address RQ 4 through Articles I, IV, and V, while we provide background
for the question through Article II. Article I provides the conceptual frame
to focus the inquiry: we suggested that team formation and maintenance
are experienced as important concerns by developers, and are perceived
as critical for the creation of high-performing teams. We also empirically
observed the importance of team formation for developer experience in a
professional environment [Article II]. In Articles IV and V, we concentrate
on analysing team formation in terms of onboarding in an Open Source
software development environment using virtual teams. The study empir-
ically examines mentoring as an onboarding support mechanism in four
Open Source projects. It demonstrates that mentoring can have a significant
impact on the success of the earliest stages of onboarding, and that Open
Source project characteristics moderate the level of success.

4.4.1 Onboarding in Virtual Team Environments

Creating high-performing teams and changing their membership composition
requires facilitation; it is not merely a selection of the best individuals but
also a process of adjustment for the team [Article II]. Onboarding refers
to a deliberate process for facilitating inclusion of new members into an
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organisation. Several of the core experience categories listed in Table 4.2
are linked to the onboarding theme. Most importantly, “Team setup” is
among the three most prevalent experience categories reported. Based on
the study reported in Article II, we may draw a number of conclusions
regarding the role of team setup for performance and developer experience.
Team setup is related to personal development through skill and motivation.
High-performing teams are described as self-directed and resourceful. Team
creation is important for high-performing teams, and developers think teams
should be created by team members themselves: members should be involved
in selecting and accepting new team members, as it is important for teams
to maintain their distinct identity. Members of high-performing teams notice
individuals’ intrinsic motivation for high performance and their social skills,
and want to include them in their teams. Developers think high-performing
teams should be allowed to recruit new members themselves; they can tell
who is motivated to work for high performance. Through peer selections, a
powerful team spirit instilling pride in the team members is thus created
and maintained.

In Open Source projects, the natural way of forming and changing teams
is precisely through selection by existing members based on merit. It is
therefore of particular interest how to introduce new members into existing
teams in such an environment. Mentoring is one way to transfer the team
spirit, identity, and other soft factors of the team culture to a new member
[Article II]. In Articles IV and V, we hypothesise that successful mentoring
results in an increase of observable actions among new developers, and
that expert support from core project members can help new developers by
influencing their motivation, increasing cohesion among community members,
and reducing the gap between required skills and knowledge and actual
developer ability.

4.4.2 Mentoring Supports Onboarding

We found that mentor support can accelerate the early stages of onboarding,
but that project maturity is also a significant factor that amplifies the effect
of a systematic onboarding process [Article IV]. Deliberate onboarding prac-
tices can have an impact on integration of new developers in OSS projects.
Developers receiving onboarding support in OSS projects were more efficient
and effective than unsupported developers. Supported developers made
more commits over time, were engaged in more collaborative activities and
communication, and generally surpassed the performance of unsupported
developers. This indicates that mentoring may positively impact the effec-
tiveness of an onboarding process in OSS projects in general. The effect of
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of observed activity (sum of number of commits,
pull requests, and discussion interactions) over time between mentored and
non-mentored developers. The black regression lines with formulae show the
overall trend. R2 shows the models fit the data well, explaining more than
90% of the variance. (Adapted from Article V.)

mentoring is reflected as an increase in activity, meaning a greater degree of
participation (see Figure 4.3).

We found differences in onboarding results that could be attributed to
project and community characteristics [Article IV]. Mature projects are
better equipped to receive new developers. Both efficiency and effectiveness
of supported developers were influenced by project size, appeal, and lifetime.
Project characteristics should therefore be taken into account in support
activities.

Finally, we found that being engaged in the mentoring activity reduces
mentors’ productivity in terms of contributions [Article V]. However, mentors
did continue to contribute to their projects throughout the observed period,
and returned to previous productivity levels after completing the onboarding
program. The cost of mentoring in terms of lost productivity is thus
temporary but should be taken into account in decision-making.

Our study indicates that mentoring is an effective support mechanism
for onboarding in OSS projects [Article IV, V]. Mentoring was an important
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element in the obtained results, although other factors may have played a
role as well [Article IV]. Taking limitations into account, mentoring may
therefore be suitable in other kinds of virtual team environments which
display similar characteristics as Open Source environments. Among these
are traits also found in the Lean-Agile approach: self-organisation, a high
degree of autonomy, placement of decision-making close to those carrying
out work, and high reliance on individual skills rather than high reliance on
prescriptive process.

4.5 Summary

The articles comprising this thesis each address part of the main research
problem expressed in Chapter 1. In this section, we contemplate the results of
the individual articles as a whole. We summarise the results as a theoretical
model of developer experience that may be used in future studies and as
a sense-making tool in practice. The model addresses the main research
problem stated in Chapter 1.

To obtain the model, we analysed the contents of the findings in Articles
I–V. We examined the quantitative results obtained in Articles III–V against
the qualitative results obtained in Articles I and II. We strived to remove, as
far as possible, the case-specific aspects of the findings in order to arrive at
a theoretical model with a high level of abstraction, but still with origins in
the case evidence. The model is not meant to represent the individual case
studies in every detail, but rather to be a more general theoretical model of
developer experience. Following our constructivist stance, the model intends
to capture the meaning constructed by the participants and the present
author.

Figure 4.1 shows developer experience as arising in the mind of an
individual as a combination of cognitive, conative, and affective factors.
While those factors can be examined in isolation and combination, developer
experience can also be seen as such, without reducing it to individual
factors. This view provides a response to what the experience of developing
software is like for the developer, bringing the developer experience concept
from individual factors into a theory without examining each and every
factor in detail. As a whole, developer experience may be decomposed
into seven aspects, shown in Table 4.4. These aspects interact to form
developer experience as an individual interacts with other developers (and
other stakeholders) and with external objects in an organisational, physical,
or virtual environment (see Figure 4.4).
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The theoretical model shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4 may be used as
a frame to structure inquiry into developer experience. The seven aspects
comprising the model may be used to describe an experiential view into the
software development activity from a developer’s perspective. An experience
object is that which is experienced: an artefact or phenomenon that may
be concrete or abstract. This includes objects such as technical artefacts,
methods, and process models, that may be internal or external to the
context in which the developers act. The experience object is perceived and
represented in the mind of the individual developer. Defining the experience
object means defining what is experienced in a certain situation or over a
period of time. Experience formation refers to how an experience regarding
the experience object is formed. Defining experience formation means
describing how an experience is formed when the individual encounters the
experience object.

Experience influencers moderate experience formation. Experience influ-
encers are present in the external environment at large, in the small-group
context in which developers interact, and at the individual level. Individual
and situational differences come into play to act as parameters in experience
formation. Experience formation results in experience content, which is a
subjective evaluation of the experience. This is, for example, where judge-
ments regarding the positive or negative valence of the experience are to be
found. When experience formation occurs repeatedly over time, the experi-
ence can change according to a description of experience progression. While
“experience” can refer to an instantaneous stream or to a single episodic
occurrence in a certain situation, it can also refer to an overall cumulative
experience as the result of prolonged or repeated exposure over a period of
time. Depending on the aims of a study or practical intervention, a shorter
or longer experience progression may be considered. Developer experience
has a behaviour outcome which refers to its role in creating or moderating
overt behaviour. Behaviour may itself feed back into developer experience
as the individual interacts with the environment. Finally, developer expe-
rience has an object outcome, as the experience may lead to changes in an
external artefact or phenomenon through behaviour. Subsequent experience
formations are then based on a changed environment and a changed external
object. It should be noted that the object outcome is not limited to the
original experience object; many objects are likely to be involved in real
situations.

The theoretical framework presented here may be used to examine
developer experience both in broad, holistic settings as well as in narrow,
specific settings. We use three examples to demonstrate its use. First, we
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reinterpret the findings presented Article II (see Table 4.4) and connect
them with the findings in Articles III–V through the theory. In Article
II, the experience object – what is experienced – is team performance in
Lean-Agile environments. This is an example of a broad, holistic setting.
The theoretical framework suggests categories of questions that can be used
to understand developers’ experiences with regard to the experience object:
how is the experience formed, what are its contents, what are the influencers
and outcomes? In the present study, the Performance Alignment Work
(PAW) theory constitutes experience formation, as it describes how the
experience is formed: through a continuous process of negotiation. The
PAW theory also provides the experience influencers, as it details facilitator
and disruptor factors. Experience content is also provided as the detailed
categories of the PAW theory. Article III provides more detail on values
both as experience influencers on the individual level and as an experience
object in its own right.

The PAW theory also contains the experience progression aspect, as
it describes a continuous cycle, although it does not fully answer how the
experience may change over extended periods of time. The behaviour
outcome consists of changes in what goals are set and how, and what the
team does in terms of development work in order to meet the goals. Finally,
the object outcome is a change in performance expectations and a potential
alteration of what the team delivers. This new state in turn is the basis for
subsequent experience formation.

The second example maps Articles IV and V to an external view. In
those articles, experience formation and influencers are manipulated by
introducing mentoring as an onboarding support mechanism. Mentoring can
be seen as an experience influencer in the environment outside the individual
developer. The behaviour outcome is visible as increased developer activity
in the virtual team environment and the object outcome is visible as a
change in the source code and other technical artefacts stored in the projects’
online collaboration systems. We may hypothesise that the experience
content is also altered, but the study did not address that aspect. This
example shows how individual components of the framework may be used
to define intervention and measurement points. Not all components need to
be addressed in a single study, and the theory can be used to reason about
the omitted aspects.

Finally, we may use the framework to sketch a narrow, specific study
as a hypothetical example. Assuming that we are interested in developers’
experiences with integrated development environments (IDEs), we choose
one or more IDEs as experience objects. We may then follow the experience
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formation as developers attempt to use the tool, unpack the experience
content over time, and observe behaviour outcomes at different stages. The
framework suggests that we should also examine whether there is an object
outcome towards the IDE itself – developers may configure the IDE according
to their preferences and level of expertise, influencing their experience – and
whether other developers in the examined context are somehow influencing
the individual experience. This demonstrates how the framework can be
used to differentiate between a usability study, which would likely focus
mostly on cognitive aspects of the IDE, and a developer experience study,
which examines not only task outcomes but also picks apart the formation
and contents of the subjective experience that occurs with using the tool.
Furthermore, the framework helps to differentiate between a user experience
and a developer experience study. The latter occurs in the context of
development, and researchers should pay attention to the particular traits of
that context. By carefully defining, e.g., the experience object and experience
influencers, researchers can make their study more relevant for the context
of development and for developers.



Chapter 5

Discussion

The four research questions posed in Section 1.2 are answered in Chapter 4.
Together, they partly address the main research problem of this thesis. In
this chapter, we discuss the implications, validity, and ethical concerns of
the thesis contribution, and suggest some possible directions for further
research.

5.1 Theoretical Implications

To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first to investigate software
developer experience in general, and in Lean-Agile and Open Source envi-
ronments in particular. This thesis can be considered an opening for further
research. It provides a theory of developer experience that describes a model
of the software development activity that places the developer on centre
stage. It also shows results from empirically applying such a model in real
software development environments.

RQ 1 asks how software developer experience can be conceptualised. Our
choice has been to base the answer on a human perspective grounded in
behavioural and social science: software developer experience arises from
a combination of cognitive, affective, and conative mental processes that
interact with the social and technical environment. An alternative approach
would be to centre the answer around technology. However, based on the
abundance of evidence that human factors play a major role in software
development (e.g., Weinberg [1971]; Brooks [1975]; Boehm [1981]; Sawyer
and Guinan [1998]; Cockburn and Highsmith [2001]; Feldt et al. [2008];
DeMarco and Lister [2013]; see Chapter 2), such a conceptualisation appears
artificial and it would divert attention from the largest impact factors on
productivity and quality in software development.

73
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Our answer to this research question suggests that research on software
development benefits from being firmly grounded in behavioural and social
science. It is possible to view software development as a technology-centred
activity where repeatable processes direct individual work. Human factors
would then be variables moderating or influencing how process instructions
are carried out, ultimately affecting software development outcomes. The
knowledge produced by carrying out research with these assumptions can
be thought of as empirical rules that are generalisable with contextual
limitations (c.f. [Basili, 1996; Rombach, 2011]). This thesis proposes a way
to see software development as a fundamentally human and social activity
where the instructions for how work is to be carried out are also subject
to constant development and interpretation by those performing the work
and, to some extent, by special process developers. In this view, developers
do not carry out a predefined process which is separate from themselves;
the process is, to a large extent, embedded in their personal and social
structures. Human factors are inherent in all software artefacts, including
process descriptions and work instructions, and are not merely moderating
factors but also direct causes and effects. Software artefacts are processed in
a social psychological system rather than being idealised entities outside it.
The knowledge produced by carrying out research with these assumptions
can lead to an increased understanding of what the experience of being a
developer means. The conceptual framework developed in this thesis can be
used as a starting point for further investigation into this topic.

This thesis supports calls in earlier research for integrating a social and
behavioural science perspective into software engineering research (e.g., Wall-
gren and Hanse [2007]; Feldt et al. [2008]; Warfield [2010]; Amrit et al.
[2014]; Lenberg et al. [2014, 2015]; Graziotin et al. [2015]), suggesting that
behavioural and social science should not merely be integrated but could be
the basis of a line of research on software development. This thesis supports
that notion by demonstrating that explicitly taking a psychological or social
psychological starting point is a feasible approach.

RQ 2 asks how software developers experience team performance in
Lean-Agile environments. Our answer states that team performance in Lean-
Agile environments is experienced as a continuous process of Performance
Alignment Work (for a full description, see Chapter 4 and Article II). There
is more ambiguity and more complex performance facilitator factors in larger
organisations. However, a common core experience exists in all organisations.
The largest differences between differently sized organisations relate to
performance awareness. Experiences of team performance are also strongly
related to values.
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One implication of this is that static notions of performance may lead to
incorrect conclusions in software development team performance research
when the aims include the developer perspective. Performance should be
considered against the realities of software product and service development
in Lean-Agile contexts. A static notion of performance, which could be
motivated in scenarios where software developers are focused exclusively on
one major development activity – e.g. requirements, design, implementation,
or testing – is not in line with how software developers in Lean-Agile
environments perceive their work. Lean-Agile software development is
connected to the negotiation-and-deliberation and situated design paradigms
[Moran, 1996; Kalfoglou et al., 2000] where exploration, discovery, learning,
and corresponding rapid changes in direction are of key importance. The
uncertainties and ambiguities experienced by developers are part of the
motivation for Lean-Agile software development: in a fast-moving market,
targets frequently move and goals change. However, such changes may also
be a consequence of the Lean-Agile approach itself, as it promotes embracing
uncertainty – a notion that means it is acceptable to keep options open
and negotiate rather than decide and stick to decisions. For developers,
this can mean that negotiation is constant and only relatively few things
will ever be finally decided. Therefore, performance targets which are
based on assumptions regarding details of the outcome are likely to become
invalid during the development process. This is a challenge to research
on performance management and measurement in software development
because it means that the assumption that a baseline for comparison can be
found may be invalid.

RQ 3 focuses in greater depth on the finding that values are of particular
importance, and asks how software developers experience the value system
of Lean and Agile approaches. Our results indicate that the value system is
experienced as having a distinct structure based on the values expressed in
foundational literature. In our sample, this was visible as a value structure
with 11 dimensions.

Agile values is a frequent topic for opinion and advocacy articles, and
is frequently mentioned in research on Agile software development, but we
have not found empirical studies dealing specifically with Agile values. In
this work, we consider Lean and Agile together, because in reality, it is not
possible for developers to fully separate the two in their work. Values have
been extensively investigated both in work environments in general and in
Lean manufacturing in particular (e.g., Liker [2004]; Liker and Hoseus [2008]),
but our study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to quantitatively
investigate values related to the combination of Lean and Agile software
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development as experienced by developers. Although developers come into
contact with the Lean-Agile combination in practice, it is far from being
consistently defined or understood. Lane et al. [2012] summarise Lean
values based on existing literature. However, their notion of Lean software
development is that it is “not one of the Agile methods” but rather a broader
concept that considers software development from a business perspective.
They find a set of 12 values that characterise Lean software development.
Two overarching values address an internal and an external focus: reduction
of waste and delivery of customer-defined value. Our 11-dimension Lean-
Agile value system is similar in many respects although it is based on
empirical data from practitioners. Our findings can serve as a basis for
further empirical work to validate the Lean-Agile value structure. However,
the precise dimensions themselves may be less important than the finding
that software developers perceive the value system as ambiguous, leading
to differences in interpretations of situations and desirable behaviour. Our
findings suggest that future research should not assume that developers
understand the approach in a uniform way. Also, developers may not be able
to formulate similarities and differences between individuals or even report on
relevant values-related issues in Lean-Agile studies. Thus conclusions based
on reported observations of overt behaviour or even reports regarding the
use of work practices should be drawn with caution, as the true underlying
causes for observations may be hidden. Research designs should take these
fundamental biases into account.

We found that values are related to, but distinct from universal human
values and personality. This too should be seen as a caution to research
on values and personality in software development. Too direct conclusions
may be drawn regarding how they influence software development. For
example, it is tempting to use personality differences as causal explanations
for performance differences. Our results suggest that a less direct explanatory
pathway should be investigated: better or worse results could arise because
of a better or worse fit between individual traits, environmental traits,
and the assumptions underlying the software development methodology
in use. As another example, it is tempting to try to measure “agility” or
“leanness” based on checklists of methodological procedures. We would
suggest rather to attempt to capture the notion of a Lean-Agile mindset: a
way of thinking that says software development work should be governed
by a flexible, forward-looking but responsive, and reflective, self-improving,
socially inclusive, and dialogic style of working. This contrasts the software
developer who knows the details of Lean-Agile procedures by heart and
upholds them as normative standards, with the software developer who is
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seeking to perfect individual and team work based on an underlying belief
that improvement is always possible. Thus a connection between Lean-Agile
values and the body of knowledge on motivation in software engineering
could be established.

RQ 4 asks how new developers can be supported in virtual team (Open
Source) environments. Providing deliberate onboarding support was shown
to have a beneficial effect. In particular, mentoring by experienced project
members was shown to be a promising onboarding support mechanism. To
our knowledge, our study is the first to treat the process of onboarding in
OSS directly.

Team formation and introduction of new members to an existing team
are linked to classical problems of how to add resources to a software project
in order to increase performance – or at least not worsen it. Brooks [1975]
observed that the introduction of newcomers into projects are impeded by
the ramp-up time it takes for them to learn enough about the technical
content to be productive, and by the increased communication overhead due
to increased need for coordination. In Open Source environments, where
globally distributed work is the norm, bringing new developers into projects
is an even greater challenge than in traditional, co-located, single-company
settings. Open Source project communities may be considered as special
kinds of virtual teams, where a majority of software developers work without
direct human contact, and often are not part of the same organisation. Thus
establishing relationships to key team members using online communication
is important both for productivity reasons and for enabling a positive project
experience.

In Open Source projects, developers are often seen as self-motivated
and driven by personal interest (e.g. Shibuya and Tamai [2009]). As they
may not be part of the same organisation, processes and management
procedures may not extend to them all. Thus mechanisms for onboarding
which are appropriate in more traditional company environments may not
be directly applicable in an Open Source context. While the mentoring
support examined in this thesis showed positive results, the effect might be
temporary. Some evidence suggests that deliberate onboarding programs
may not result in long-term contributors although participants who succeed
in them do find them valuable [Labuschagne and Holmes, 2015]. This
suggests that at least for some Open Source projects, mentoring has limited
utility. Developer motivation could remain the largest factor that determines
long-term contribution in such environments. However, as we showed, project
characteristics are also an important factor that influences the benefits of
mentoring as an onboarding mechanism. With only few pieces of evidence,
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final conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the effectiveness of onboarding in
OSS projects in general. More research is needed before drawing conclusions
regarding this area in future studies.

Returning briefly to our main research problem – how software developers
experience the activity of software development – our results indicate that
their experience concerns a very broad range of phenomena. Software
developer experience goes beyond programming-related concerns. Factors
on the individual, group, organisation, market, and society levels have an
impact on how software developers experience software development. What
is experienced varies from situation to situation, but the formation of an
experience can be described as an interaction between the individual and
the environment, where the individual processes internal representations of
objects and events occurring in the environment into an experience. Together
with situational and individual traits, the experience influences behaviour
intentions and ultimately plays a role in overt behaviour. This may be
considered a model of software developer experience that is grounded in
social psychological research results and theories as well as in empirical
research on software development. The model could be utilised to design
studies on software development where the aim is to understand the developer
perspective while taking the broad context into account.

5.2 Practical Implications

Although the main contribution of this thesis is theory development, our
findings also have practical implications. It should be noted that these are
limited to Lean-Agile and Open Source contexts, although future studies
could refine this limitation.

One implication is that paying attention to and improving developer
experience in software development organisations is important. Developer
experience can, as our results show, be traced back to organisational func-
tioning and the functioning of development methodologies which are likely
to have implications for overall performance, e.g. in terms of productivity
and quality. Good developer experience could also support the well-being
of developers, providing opportunities for meaningful work and personal
growth. Beyond this, we discuss some more detailed implications below.

An important issue emerging from our research is the role of ambiguity in
Lean-Agile software development methodologies. We hypothesise that some
of the ambiguities experienced by developers stem from an ongoing transition
in software development. Software development is increasingly a particular
kind of product and service development, and the larger activity of devel-
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oping those products and services is what software developers are actually
contributing to. Methodologies such as Lean-Agile implicitly consider both
product development and technical levels, but the link between the prod-
uct or service development process and the technical software development
process is left undefined. Developer experience suffers when the product
development and software development processes and their relationships are
not clear. Developers may have to perform product development tasks in
the software development process, sometimes at an incorrect stage of devel-
opment. In the companies studied in this thesis, we could detect confusion
among developers regarding this issue. As organisations try to implement
Lean-Agile approaches, they adopt an incomplete model, resulting in lack of
clarity regarding how software product and service development should be
carried out.

In addition, the Lean-Agile approaches may be seen as approaches for
the software development organisation only, leaving other parts of the organ-
isation to operate in a different mode without an understanding of how to
interface with the development organisation and vice versa. As a result, de-
velopers are faced with questions of “customer value” or other questions which
they are ill-equipped to handle. As a result, their developer experience with
regard to the Lean-Agile approach suffers, as the level of needless uncertainty
increases – uncertainty that results not from real questions about the market
or technical challenges, but from an improperly designed work environment.
Thus an improvement in this area could lead to a better developer expe-
rience. Also, developer experience is an indicator that can reveal whether
the organisation functions properly in this respect. Many new approaches
attempt to establish the connection – e.g. Lean Startup [Ries, 2011] and dif-
ferent approaches to scaling Agile software development (c.f. [Laanti, 2014])
– but software developers’ skills and knowledge, and software development
education, have not yet caught up. Software development organisations
should work to clarify these ambiguities and provide adequate training and
skill development in order to avoid inefficiencies and risks.

These concerns imply that there is a need for education that extends the
technical skills and knowledge of software developers so that they can work
better in a product and service development organisation. An understanding
of how products and services are developed, and the ability to contribute
technical knowledge to such development is of critical importance. With
greater understanding of how software development fits into the overall
organisational activities, we assume that developers’ attitudes towards am-
biguity and uncertainty could improve. Developers could also be capable of
articulating better how they contribute to the overall process, which could
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have a positive effect on motivation. On the whole, improvements in this
regard should be visible in practice as better developer experience. The
framework developed in this thesis could be used as a basic tool to identify
developer experience concerns in software development work activities and
to support improvement of work and work-related artefacts with the aim of
improving developer experience.

There are some implications related to values in software development.
First, both theory and our findings indicate that practitioners can benefit
from making implicit values more explicit in their work. It could be benefi-
cial to base software development methodology on values. Values increase
the adaptive fitness of individuals, providing them with flexible patterns
of behavioural response options [Michod, 1993]. Thus, in contrast to very
detailed action specifications, values-based approaches allow dynamic reac-
tions in new and unforeseen situations, which are commonplace in today’s
rapidly evolving software organisations. Also, compatibility between work
and cultural values increases the odds of a work process to be accepted by
practitioners, improving the developer experience. Integrating values into
the software development process, or even basing the software development
process on values, is thus warranted. Lean-Agile software development has
put emphasis on a set of core values. This may explain why these approaches
have gained such widespread adoption in the software industry: they appeal
to emotions because when triggered, values are associated with an affective
response. It would be beneficial for organisations to consider whether they
are prepared to manage software developers who work with values-based
methodologies and if so, how to do so in an effective, efficient, and ethical
manner.

Developer experience also comes into play in Open Source development.
Many organisations are developing their software products and services
into ecosystems and platforms where multiple organisations and individuals
may participate, developing, using, sharing, selling, and buying software
in different forms. In such environments, software developers may have
a direct influence on technology choices which may in turn strengthen or
weaken a particular platform or ecosystem. Lack of support from developers
may spell the end of a company’s platform, restricting their capabilities to
deliver products and services to customers. Conversely, platforms favoured
by developers will become the basis of new products and services, drawing
more customers to it, and enabling more opportunities for monetisation.
Providing developers with a superior experience may be a key competitive
advantage. Our findings imply that organisations wishing to derive benefits
from OSS projects should carefully consider developer experience in such
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contexts. Managing the experience of developers during their integration
into OSS projects is important. Onboarding in the form of mentoring is
one option, but costs in terms of lost productivity for developers acting as
mentors, project characteristics, and the particular traits of OSS development
in general should be taken into account.

5.3 Threats to Validity

The question of result validity is present in all scientific studies [Creswell,
2009]. Although the basic notion of validity can be considered the same,
different types of studies proceed from different assumptions and have
different aims, and therefore, the operationalisation of validity and the
emphasis on different aspects of validity can differ between studies [Glaser
and Strauss, 1967; Creswell, 2009; Merriam, 2009; Runeson and Höst, 2009;
Wohlin et al., 2012]. This thesis takes a constructivist worldview, which
assumes that participants are engaged in a social process of creating shared
meanings which govern interpretation of events and choice of actions in their
work. The knowledge claims of the thesis follow a constructivist stance:
the results aim to capture the meaning created by the participants and
the researcher. The aim is also for pragmatism, in that the thesis aims to
generate theory which is grounded and can be used in real-world practice.
The contributions of this thesis are grounded in the local environments and
contexts in which they were developed. The accuracy of the results is limited
by several factors, and they may be generalised or re-used in other contexts
only with certain limitations.

Questions of validity also concern the chosen strategies of inquiry and
research methods. This thesis combines qualitative and quantitative methods
and may be considered a mixed-methods study [Creswell, 2009]. It is
therefore necessary to consider the validity criteria of mixed-methods studies
in addition to criteria for the qualitative and quantitative parts. However,
the main part of the thesis is conducted using qualitative methods, and the
quantitative part can be considered subordinate to the qualitative part. In
the past, several researchers have considered it possible to utilise quantitative
data and analysis as part of qualitative research. For example, Grounded
Theory, as described by Glaser and Strauss [1967], considers any kind of
data source to be usable. Therefore, the validity criteria for this thesis are
based primarily on the qualitative tradition.
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5.3.1 Validity Criteria

Software engineering research has made use of well established validity stan-
dards and corresponding terminology for quantitative studies (e.g. Runeson
and Höst [2009]; Runeson et al. [2012]; Wohlin et al. [2012]). While the
qualitative research tradition has developed terminology of its own to dis-
cuss validity issues, case study researchers and experimenters in software
engineering often use terminology from the quantitative tradition to broadly
classify validity criteria (e.g. Yin [2009]; Runeson and Höst [2009]; Runeson
et al. [2012]; Wohlin et al. [2012]). Here, we follow the latter approach and
discuss the qualitative terms under the four aspects of validity listed by
Runeson and Höst [2009] and Wohlin et al. [2012], based on Yin [2009]:

• Construct validity – the extent to which the operational measures
studied actually represent what the researcher intends and what is
investigated according to the research questions.

• Internal validity – whether the study controls for potential confounding
factors when examining causal relationships.

• External validity – the extent to which it is possible to generalise
findings and the extent to which findings are of interest to people
outside the investigated case.

• Reliability – the extent to which data and analysis is dependent on
specific researchers.

5.3.2 Construct Validity

Construct validity concerns the extent to which the operational measures
studied actually represent what the researcher intends and what is investi-
gated according to the research questions [Runeson and Höst, 2009; Wohlin
et al., 2012]. A construct is an abstraction, created by the researcher, the
purpose of which is to represent and conceptualise the latent, non-observable
variable which is the cause of some observable effect. The researcher must
identify correct operational measures for the concepts being studied [Yin,
2009]. High construct validity helps ensure that research participants and
researchers understand what is being studied in the same way.

Construct validity is not unproblematic in qualitative research, since not
all qualitative designs can have a priori constructs in the same way as, e.g.
quantitative survey studies. However, it is possible to interpret construct
validity in qualitative studies as how well they succeed in reconstructing the
realities of participants [Guba and Lincoln, 1989]. The investigation here
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focuses on the construct developer experience, and part of the aims is to
develop the construct itself.

A number of mitigation strategies were applied to address construct
validity. First, the construct was conceptualised and given at least a pre-
liminary definition based on previous research. Article I documents this
conceptualisation and definition. The subsequent articles contribute and add
to the conceptualisation. In Article II, which uses case study methodology,
construct validity was strengthened by using multiple sources of evidence,
the establishment of a chain of evidence, and informant checking of study
results, as suggested by e.g. Yin [2009] and Merriam [2009]. Multiple sources
of evidence were present since we interviewed more than one informant from
each organisation, providing different perspectives on the same organisation.
We maintained the chain of evidence during analysis by carefully tracking
how each piece of raw interview material was turned into higher-order cat-
egories. Thus each result can be traced back through the entire analysis
process and can be connected to the exact raw interview fragments from
which it originated. Finally, we asked representatives from each organisation
to check and comment on our initial analysis results before drawing final
conclusions.

In Article III, which included a quantitative survey focusing on the values
aspect of developer experience among Lean and Agile software developers,
construct validity was strengthened by conducting multiple rounds of survey
piloting with respondent feedback in order to select good survey items
and improve the survey item wordings. Also, the survey embeds two well-
established psychometric instruments with well-developed constructs. In
Articles IV and V, the general construct onboarding is well established in
the literature on organisational psychology. The construct validity of the
measurements was strengthened by using existing theory from studies on
Open Source Software projects and by making a detailed operationalisation
of the measurements using the Goal-Question-Metric approach.

5.3.3 Internal Validity

Internal validity concerns whether the study controls for potential confound-
ing factors when examining causal relationships [Runeson and Höst, 2009;
Wohlin et al., 2012]. Internal validity is of concern mainly in Articles IV
and V, in which onboarding is examined in a causal research design. Since
the study in these articles is most properly classified as a natural experi-
ment – one where researchers cannot control the assignment into treatment
or control groups and the treatment occurs “naturally” rather than being
introduced by the researchers – we were not able to eliminate nor control
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for all identified potential confounding factors. Some important potential
confounding factors are i) the use of student subjects, whose skills and
motivation may be different from professional developers; ii) the possibility
of the treatment group consisting of developers of above-average knowledge
and skill levels due to screening and selection into the educational program;
iii) unknown treatments or events which could cause the observed effects
besides the onboarding support given by mentors; and iv) regression, where
participants with extreme scores are selected for an experiment by chance,
but later regress towards mean scores. In addition, the nature of the study
means that there may be a number of unknown confounding factors which
limit the internal validity of the study.

For Articles I–III, and the thesis overall, internal validity is, in the sense
described above, not of primary concern since testing causal relationships
is not the primary aim of the research, and it is of an exploratory nature
(c.f. Yin [2009]). However, in qualitative research, internal validity may be
understood as credibility: how well research findings match reality [Merriam,
2009]. Several mitigating strategies are available to address credibility,
e.g. triangulation, respondent validation, and peer review. For Article II,
we used data and researcher triangulation, case study replication logic, and
respondent validation to ground the results in the real-life context of the
participants. Although Article III uses a quantitative approach, its design
is correlational rather than causal, and thus internal validity concerns only
the operational quality of the study, which has been evaluated through peer
review. Multiple rounds of piloting and respondent feedback were also used.

5.3.4 External Validity

External validity can be defined as the extent to which it is possible to
generalise findings and the extent to which findings are of interest to people
outside the investigated case [Runeson and Höst, 2009; Wohlin et al., 2012].
However, the notion of external validity as used in quantitative survey
research, where findings regarding a sample are intended to generalise to a
larger population, is incorrect when applied to qualitative and case study
research. In qualitative research, the term transferability can be used,
referring to the possibilities for a third party to transfer findings to another
context [Merriam, 2009]. Here, “the burden of proof lies less with the
original investigator than with the person seeking to make an application
elsewhere” [Lincoln and Guba, 1985]. The mechanism of generalisation itself
is also different. Case study research relies on analytic generalisation rather
than statistical generalisation [Yin, 2009]. The generalisation is not from
a sample to a population (with a known and calculable margin of error)
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but from a set of case-grounded results to a broader theory. The theory
may be validated through replication, in which it is used to examine other
relevant cases and determine whether it holds in those cases as well [Yin,
2009; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Eisenhardt, 1989].

The external validity of the contributions developed in this thesis have
been strengthened in a number of ways. The primary strategy is the use
of replication logic through multiple-case studies in Articles II, IV, and V.
Subjects involved in the individual studies expressed interest towards the
studies and their results, and member checking procedures confirmed the
relevance for the participants. Articles III–V replicate parts of the findings of
Article II in a different setting. For these reasons, we consider it justified to
claim that the results from Articles II and III are applicable in a professional
environment utilising Lean-Agile software development, and the results from
Articles IV and V are applicable in an Open Source environment which
may have a mixture of professional and non-professional developers. We
have aimed to analytically generalise the overall theoretical contribution
developed in this thesis to apply broadly. With some reservations and proper
contextual tailoring, we consider the overall results regarding developer
experience to apply in a Lean-Agile environment with or without virtual
teams. To some extent, it may be possible to generalise further, but this
thesis does not include the necessary evidence to assess the validity of the
results in other contexts. We consider the detailed reservations and need for
contextual tailoring below.

None of our individual studies examine software developers in a “tradi-
tional” development setting. This means that no evidence can be provided
regarding developer experience in settings other than those examined in this
thesis. This choice was partly a practical scoping decision to limit the study
for a PhD thesis, but also because we sought to examine human factors at
the boundaries of the state of the art, where outcomes are likely to depend
to a large degree on the factors we are interested in. When attempting to
generalise beyond the chosen settings, care should be taken to adjust and
adapt the findings. We argue that despite the lack of empirical evidence,
theory suggests that many of the findings are likely to apply outside the
settings we investigated. It may be the case that generalising findings on
human factors is less dependent on the “technical” aspects of the context,
such as development methodology, and more dependent on aspects that are
common to the specific kind of knowledge work that software development
constitutes. This should not be taken as claiming that generalisation can
then be done freely, but rather that parties wishing to transfer the findings
may be able to do so if they find underlying commonalities that are not
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dependent on the Lean-Agile or OSS context variables. The contributions
in this thesis should be tested or investigated in other kinds of settings,
and there is no reason to avoid applying the contributions in other kinds of
settings, as long as the potential limitations are taken into account.

Some specific issues influencing generalisation are the cultural context,
existing organisational procedures, and the level of knowledge of Lean-
Agile software development methodology and knowledge of human factors in
software development. The cultural context of this study is primarily Finnish,
with most company cases being located in Finland and having primarily
Finnish participants. Although not confirmed at present, some factors
particular to this cultural setting may limit the transferability of the results.
Examples of such factors include educational background and leadership
structures that are based on social hierarchy norms. Generalisation to other
cultural contexts would require further case replication. However, many of
the findings in this study can still be applied if cultural context is taken
into account and suitable adjustments made. Compatibility with existing
organisational procedures may be an issue for generalisation. Adherence to
standards and norms internal or external to an organisation may prevent
the application of some of the results. The results are aimed mainly at
software development organisations or organisational units which are not
constrained by, e.g., regulatory requirements. Examples include software-
intensive product and service development in small companies, such as
startups, and research and development units with a focus on software-
intensive product and service development in medium-sized and larger
companies. Considering these limitations, the findings may be transferred
to other contexts.

Factors on the individual level may also limit the generalisability of the
results. The level of knowledge of Lean and Agile software development, and
of human factors in software development, may limit the possibilities to utilise
the results. The assumptions of Lean and Agile software development, which
include high autonomy, iterative and incremental development rather than
linear development, and tolerance for an empirical approach in which trial
and error is permitted, may not be suitable in some contexts. Furthermore,
knowledge of human factors in software development is needed before the
findings in this thesis can be used. Concepts and underlying theories
from psychology and social psychology, such as cognition, conation, affects,
and values, their relationships, and their impact on behaviour, must be
understood before the results can be applied in practice. The contributions
of this thesis may not be usable without such knowledge.
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Finally, since the study in Articles IV and V is performed with student
participants, there is a justified concern that these results may not be general-
isable to a professional context. Previous studies examining whether students
can represent professionals as research subjects show that the question does
not have a simple answer. Some studies report that student subjects and
professionals perform similarly (e.g., Höst et al. [2000]; Svahnberg et al.
[2008]), others conclude that students are not representative of professionals
(e.g. Remus [1989]), while still others are inconclusive (e.g. Runeson [2003]).
As observed by Berander [2004], the possibilities of generalisation depend
on the task and on the extent and purpose of the comparison. Tichy [2000]
suggests that the use of student subjects is defensible when doing initial
research on a subject. Berander [2004] builds on this notion and suggests
that student subjects are suitable for i) pilot studies, ii) validating education,
iii) worst case scenarios, and iv) identifying trends and behaviours.

We argue that Articles IV and V fulfil all of the above criteria to some
extent. Since our study is, to our knowledge, the first to examine onboarding
with mentoring in an OSS context, it has many commonalities with a pilot
study: apart from its main finding, it develops a research design and shows
how to obtain and analyse data to gain insight into the subject. Since
mentoring can be seen as a form of education that can be offered also in a
professional environment, the study can be seen as validating an educational
approach. Most importantly, however, the study fulfils the last two points.
Applying the definition and logic of worst case scenarios in Berander [2004]
and Kuzniarz et al. [2003], the comparison between non-mentored and
mentored subjects probably will show the same direction in findings for both
student and professional subjects. This study does not address the extent
to which mentoring is useful for professionals. The objective of the study
is to show a general trend and demonstrate that it is possible to influence
observable outcomes through interventions that are linked to developer
experience. In the study, mentoring is a social and behavioural intervention
that is shown to have an observable effect on outcomes. That this trend
is found with student subjects in the treatment group is indicative of its
relevance with professional subjects. Finally, the control group includes a
mixture of both professional and non-professional subjects, and thus the
comparison is not strictly between student groups but between students and
a more diverse control group which may include professional developers. Our
conclusion is that the main result – that mentoring can be useful – is not
primarily threatened by the use of student subjects and can be transferred
to professionals as long as the other limitations of this study are considered.
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5.3.5 Reliability

Reliability is the extent to which data and analysis are dependent on specific
researchers [Runeson and Höst, 2009; Wohlin et al., 2012]. In qualitative
research, reliability is often understood as consistency – across participating
researchers and different projects [Creswell, 2009; Gibbs, 2007]. In tra-
ditional empirical research, the notion of reliability is often based on an
assumption of a single reality, the observation of which will always yield
the same results [Creswell, 2009]; thus a study can be repeated, yielding
the same results. In contrast, qualitative research, as used in this thesis,
aims to capture the world as people experience it, which makes the research
susceptible to multiple interpretations of events and limited possibilities of
repeatability. The criterion for qualitative research is therefore “whether
the results are consistent with the data collected” [Creswell, 2009; Merriam,
2009]. The question is not whether the same findings will be found again,
but rather whether results make sense given the data collected. In each of
the individual articles, we have carefully established a chain of evidence that
allows tracing each result back to the data source. We argue that the articles
that rely mainly on qualitative research have a high degree of consistency
between data and results.

In the quantitative parts of the study, we may apply a slightly different
interpretation of reliability. The question here is whether the operations
of the study, such as data collection, are repeatable with the same results,
minimising errors and biases [Yin, 2009]. A prerequisite for reliability is
thorough documentation, which is provided in this thesis and in each of
the individual articles. The research designs used in Articles III–V are fully
documented and they can be replicated independently of the present author.
We thus conclude that reliability is high, with the reservation that it is
obviously not possible to return to the state in which the investigated case
companies and Open Source projects were at the time of the studies. Also,
the research design and theoretical outcome of this thesis overall may be
considered a contribution that can be used to achieve consistency in other
studies on the same subject.

5.4 Research Ethics

Ethical issues are important for individual research studies, but also for
the health and continued credibility of a field of research [Runeson and
Höst, 2009]. A lack of consideration of ethical issues in the research design
may inadvertently cause unethical outcomes for researchers and participants.
While definition and enforcement of ethical guidelines is an organisational
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concern, the validity and reliability of a study depend largely on the ethics
of the researcher [Merriam, 2009]. Ethical issues were considered throughout
the conduct of this thesis, and particular attention was given to participants’
informed consent and anonymity.

Informed consent means that research participants, be they individuals or
organisations, must agree to participate in a study. Participants were given
explanations of the purpose of the study and the methods used. Informed
consent was obtained where possible. Since some participants in Articles
IV and V remained anonymous even to the present author with no means
of contact, informed consent was not possible to obtain. For Article II,
explicit permission was obtained from the companies involved to publish the
research. The anonymity of research participants was carefully preserved.
In Article II, companies and individuals were given anonymous identifiers.
In Article III, no companies or individuals were identified in the survey data.
In Article IV and V, control group participants remained anonymous even to
the present author, and treatment group participants’ identities were hidden
by the statistical analyses, which give only summary figures.

Feedback to participants is essential to maintain long-term trust and for
the validity of the research. Participants should be able to give feedback and
check the correctness of data concerning them, such as interview transcripts.
To maintain participants’ trust in the research, analyses should be presented
to them. Although they may not agree with the analysis outcome, feedback
is nevertheless important for the validity of studies. To the extent possible
given the limitations of anonymity, feedback was given to the participants
and they were able to communicate their opinions to the present author.

5.5 Future Work

This thesis represents a first attempt at understanding how software de-
velopers experience the activity of developing software and establishing a
theoretical framework for directing further inquiry into the topic. It did
not seek to exhaustively examine the research problem, but rather to build
theory grounded in empirical observations. In this section, we consider some
possible future research topics that emerge from the present research.

This thesis suggests a line of research where the software development
activity is based on a behavioural and social science perspective. There is
room for examining what this means for research methodology, whether this
leads to limitations in the types of research questions that can be examined,
how the research community should assess this type of research, and what new
foundational knowledge and theory researchers need to conduct such research.
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This suggests that the topic area “human factors in software development”
is in need of a thorough mapping and review, both to identify the state of
the art – what sub-topics have been examined, what methodologies have
been used, what results have been obtained and what the strength of those
results are – as well as to identify opportunities for expanding and deepening
the field. This task is much more difficult than what may first be assumed:
human factors may occur in studies where the researchers are unaware that
they are actually examining a human factor and thus many relevant articles
may not appear in metadata searches using a simple search phrase, such
as “human factors”. At least one attempt at a similarly monumental task
already exists: Lenberg et al. [2015] selected 250 articles for analysis out of
a screening set of more than 10 000 articles related to the subject area.

The relationship between developer experience and software development
outcomes is open for further inquiry. That knowledge, skills, and motivation
influence outcomes can be considered intuitive, but there are many open
questions. First, there is room for research on how these and other individual
factors influence outcomes. The mechanism of influence is largely unknown,
and it is therefore difficult to make predictions or recommendations regarding
these factors. Second, the interaction between factors is unexamined. For
instance, does a high level of knowledge and skill lead to a high level of
motivation or the other way around? Third, there is room to examine the
affective and social dimensions in more detail. Since the social environment
can influence the expression of individual traits, it would be important to
examine the influence of group situations on individual factors.

Even when software development occurs in a virtual team environment,
each developer is located in a physical space. Participants reported on the
need for norms and behavioural signals to avoid the drawbacks of an open of-
fice [Article II]. Offices should be designed with developer experience in mind,
e.g. by having zones for group work and individual work. Future research
could examine how developers experience their physical work environment,
especially with respect to its relationship to group work.

The link between software development paradigms and the experience
of developers is open to inquiry. How, for instance, do developers alter
their behaviour as a result of interpreting the principles of Lean and Agile
software development or other approaches to software development?

Research on team performance management and software metrics could
also take the developer experience aspect into account. What are the rela-
tionships between different stakeholders’ evaluations of performance? For
example, what aspects of good performance do developers and customers
agree or disagree on? What is the link between customers’ and develop-
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ers’ conceptions of good performance? These and other related questions
could result in new understanding of performance and measurement in
environments in which goals are very volatile.

Finally, existing research on motivation could be expanded to include
social and affective aspects. Here, culture and values are of key interest
because of the link between values, motivation, and affect. Values research
could be a promising approach in understanding developer culture, which
can be considered to be an aspect of developer experience on the large-group
level.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, we examined the construct software developer experience. We
asked how software developer experience can be characterised in Lean-Agile
software development, how software developers experience the Lean-Agile
value system, and how new developers can be supported in Open Source
environments with virtual teams. We used a mixed-methods research design
to examine developer experience through multiple case studies, some of
which are qualitative and some of which are quantitative in nature. The
final contribution, a theoretical framework for understanding developer
experience, was obtained by interpreting the quantitative results in terms of
the qualitative results. The results is based on a constructivist stance which
aims to capture the meaning constructed by participants and the researcher.

We found that developer experience can be decomposed into seven
aspects. The experience object is what is being experienced. Experience
formation is how the experience is formed. Experience influencers are what
influences the formation of the experience. Experience content is the content
of the experience. Experience progression is how the experience changes
over time as a result of prolonged exposure. Behaviour outcome is how the
experience leads to or moderates behaviour, and object outcome is how the
experience of resulting behaviour lead to or moderate changes in one or more
external artefact or phenomenon. These outcomes may feed back into the
experience.

We found that software developers experience team performance in
Lean-Agile settings as Performance Alignment Work, a continuous process
of negotiation, in which they become aware of performance concerns and
definitions on multiple levels of an organisation, interpret performance to
determine the desirable level to aspire to, and adapt their performance
depending on their attitude to change. In terms of our results, a high-
performing software development team is actively engaged in Performance
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Alignment Work, interprets a desirable level of performance as transcending
predefined objectives by becoming an active participant in their definition
and assessment. Such a team is high-performing because it actively influences
its environment.

We found that software developers experience the Lean-Agile value
system as being a foundation for the methodology. We found 11 value
dimensions along which software developers can be placed depending on how
they interpret the partially ambiguous Lean-Agile approach. These value
dimensions are related to, but not the same as universal human or national
values, and have weak links to personality. This is significant, since it shows
that Lean-Agile values form a distinct value system but that developers do
not have a single shared understanding of it.

We found that software developers can be supported in Open Source
environments that use virtual teams by providing deliberate onboarding
support in the form of mentoring by an experienced project member. Sup-
ported developers surpassed the performance of non-supported developers,
indicating that mentoring did, to some extent, improve the developer ex-
perience by transferring tacit knowledge in the project community to new
developers. With some adaptation, these findings may be applicable in
Lean-Agile environments with traits similar to Open Source environments.

The theoretical framework developed in this thesis may be used as a basis
for further studies into the developer experience construct. The framework
may be used to design inquiry into developer experience in other contexts.
It can, for example, be extended by new case studies, or used to derive
hypotheses to test in specific environments. The framework may also be
used as a sense-making tool in practice. Improving developer experience
requires common terminology and understanding, which are provided by the
framework.

This thesis provides a first study of developer experience in specific
contexts. It suggests a line of research that examines software development
from the perspective of developers The importance of this perspective is
visible in many contemporary software organisations, communities, and
ecosystems. The thesis suggests a number of topics for further inquiry based
on the results obtained.
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